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Abstract

I'hr: ernergzrLg concept oJ softuare producL ltne i.s heing espoused as a prom,is,inq

t ecÌtnique for improuing soJfuare d,euelopment produ,ctiuity and the qualzty of the

result'tng prod"ucts. It znuolues the deaelopm,ent, assessment and large-scale reuse of
the product line architecture (PLA). The. problem oJ PLA assessment has not beer¿

g'iuen arlequate attention as compared to PLA deuelopment, eue,n th,ou,gh the s,uccess

oJ th,i,s approach relies on establtshed rne,thod,ologzes Jor both asytects.

TILís rcsearch approaches the problem of PLA assessme,nt by inuesligating the

characteristi,cs of thc PLAs and the eùsting assessmenl methods that uere d"eael-

oyted for one-at-a-t'ime or stngLe products architectu,res (SPAs). The results of the.

inue.stigation were sgnthesized i,nto a new method called HoPLAA (H olisti,c Product

L'tne Archztecture Assessment). HoPLAA ettends the. ATAM (a SPA assessment

rneth,od) into a holistic approach suztable for the assess'mer¿t of the dtt,al forms of
arct¿itectures in a PLA (the core architecture or CA and the i,ndi,ui,dual product ar-

chiteclures or PAs). On ererc'iszng HoPLAA with some case stud,ies and compartng

the result with those obtazned from sirnzlar AT'AM assessment of the same PLA,
HoPLAA i,s found to offer a number of distinct aduantages for PLA assessment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Quality and productivity are two of the most important motivations of softwarc

engineering research in the last three decades. On one hand, today's businesses

and the most r.ersatile systems are increasingÌy dependent on high quality software.

The software quality is described in terms of attributes such as modifiability, per-

formance, availability, security, and portability) among others. On the other hand,

software deveÌopers are hard pressed to find.ways to develop high quaìlty software in

the shortest timc and with the lowest cost. This quest for more productive ways of

developing quaìity software has been the underlaying motivation for software-based

research since the birth of software engineerirrg in 1968.

On ihe quaìiry moiives, existing research rcsuits and inciustnai practice evi-

<ìence ha^s shown the software architecture as the appropriate vehicle for addressing

software quaìity prr-rblems [6, 18,28]. The archztecture, which refers to the high level

structural design of a software system, helps shift developer's focus from complex

and intricate low-Ìevel elements like the data structure and algorithm of the so{ï-

ware, to high-level const¡ucts such as components, connectors and topology. A

component is the rinit of computation; a connector mediates interactions (depen-

dencies or method call in programming terms) between components; topology is
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the overall structural description or configuration of a sofLr,are system in terms of

conlponents anrì connectors [59]. Thìs global, high leveì vierv of software designs

simplifies developers' understanding of the solution. It consequentÌy enables them

to expìoit architcctu¡al abstractions for reasoning about and determining quality

attributes of a software system even before the first line of code is written. 'l'he

architecture can be used in this v¡av to gain insight ìnto the quality attributes that

the software systern will possess and exhibit when actuaììy deployed.

R.esearch on ways to improve software production productlvity has not been

deprived of success. In partícular, reuse h¿s been identifìed as one of the most

important concepts to impÌement, regardless of the level of granularity: at thc

architectural level, reuse can lead to an order-of-magnitudc improvement in software

development productivity [6, 10, 14,15]. Architecture based reuse occurs at a more

conceptu:rl level than the better known code reuse,

Reuse can be undertaken on an ad hoc, one-at-a-time basìs by simply iden-

tifying the opportunity to reuse some of thc design artifacts, However, the real

benefits of reusc can only be realized when reuse is undertaken in a systematic.

planned. top down fashion. At the architecture levcl, plarured reuse involves us-

ing a common architecture as the basis for developing a farnily of rel¿¡ted software

products popularÌy called software product lines or prod,uct farnzlie.s. The softrvare

product line refers to a set of systems developed from a common core asset bâse [14].

Common examples of product families in other are¿rs include mobile phones, cars,

cons nrer electronic âf-¡paral-LlS suclr rs TVs aqd the lil.-r. All nfrhp ilprn< in ¡ nrnd.

uct family share the same basic functionality. Ho.wever, each individual product

may have some spccific cha¡a,cteristics of its own. (Ihese cha.racteristics may be

shared among some, but not all, of the products in the fa.mily.) For instancc, an

autornobile manufacturer can systematic¿l.lly assemble sevcral unique versions of the

same câr model from a common body and engine block but using diflerent trans-

missions (automatic or rnanual) and an optional navigation systern. The cars ¿ìre

built from the samc core asset (or architecture), but are diffcrentrated by optional

and alternative fe¿trrres.
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I'he concept of product lines enables manufacturers to reap the benefits of

reusing the common asset base whiìe being able to cater to the specific needs

of particular market segments. Thus, it provides the foundation for improving

productivity and quality while rcducing cost.

The architecture plays a centraÌ ¡ole in both one-at-a-timc and product line

development. In both cer-ses, the architecture, once defined, needs to be evaluated

for suitability to fulfill its intended purpose, and to maximize the likelihood of ac-

tually achicving the quality attributes goals defined for the solution. The process

of evaluating the architecture is called arr:hitecture assessment (anaÌysis or evalua-

tion) [6.13]. In this thesis, I will use the terms assessmen.t, eualuat,ion, and analyszs

interchangeably. In more formal terms. architecture assessment valiclates the de-

sign artifacts, i.e., checks rvhether we are building the right soìution, much like code

reviews and testing validates the actual program code [14].

There a¡e a number of methods that havc been developed for the asscssrnent of

single product architectures (SPAs). This includes ATAM (Architecture Tladeoff

Analysis Method) [6, 13,36,37], SAAM (Software Àrchitecture Analysis Method)

[13, 32, 34], ARID (Active Reviews for Intermediare Design) [13], SPE (Software

Performance Engincering) f6t], and ADR (Active Design Reviews) [b6]. Howcver,

there a.re yet to bc sirnilar assessmcnt methods for product line architectu¡es.

The assessment of product li¡re architectures is significantly more complex and

none of the current gencration of architecture assessment methods provide a com-

prehensive ¿Lssessmcnt of the software architectrre in a product line context. I had

two main goals in conducting this research. One of my goals rvas to investigate

some of the characteristics of product line architectures that make their assessment

peculiar. I particularly focused my investigations on understanding how the need

to make reuse more flexible can irnpact the quality attributes of individual prod-

ucts in a product line. My second goaì v/as to use the result of my investigations

as the conceptual basis for developing a suitable asscssment method for product

linc architectures. I realised both goals in the course of my thesis. The latter goaì

eventually ìed to thc creation of a new assessment method called Holistic Product
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Line Archilecture Assessment (HoPLAA). HoPLAA is a.n extension of the ATA N4

method for product line architectures assessment. The ATAM is one of thr: most

widely usecì ¿rchitectu¡e evaluatjon methorìs.

In the remainder of thjs chapter, I will describe what a software architectu¡e

is, as well as its importance irr modern softwa¡e development. Following that.

I will introduce the concept of software product lincs and present some of the

challenges that nake product line architecture (PLA) ¿ìssessment more difficuìt ancl

compìex, cornpared with singìe product architecture (SPA) assessment. FinalÌy, I

wiÌl highlight the main contributions of the thesis. and outline the organization of

its remaining parts.

L.2 Software architecture

There are ovcr 50 definitions of software architocture, out of which I prcsent the

two most cornmonly used ones. The first is liy the ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000

Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Softrvare-Intensive Systems

[28] and it states:

Architecture i,s de.fined by th,e recommend,ed ytraclice as the .fundamental

organizat'ion of a sgstem, embodted zn its components, their relati,onshi,ps

to each ot.h,er an,d the enuironrnent, and the principles qoue,rn'inq its

desiqn anrl euolution.

The second definition is given by the Carnegie Mellon University Software En-

gineering Institute (SEI) 16]:

The softtuare architecture oJ a prograrn or compu,tìng sStstem is thc struc-

ture or structures of the sgstem, whzch comprise software elernents,

the erternallg uzsible properfi,es of those e.lements, and the relationships

among them.
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The two defìnitions present the architecture of a soft$'are-intensive system as

an abstraction of the system rvhich consists of various computational units, their

interrelationshlp or interactions and some rules guiding these ìnteractions. The

computational units are essentially black-boxes as the internal properties of com-

ponents arc not considcred in an architectural abstraction.

The architecture plays severaì significant roles in the dc'eìopment of large

softrvare-intensive systems 
| 1 3]

¡ Architect're is the ea¡liest representation of the high level software system

design that ultirnately determines the quality attribute responses of the im-

plemented system, For instance, if performance and sccurity are important

qualitv attribute goals of a softwa¡e system, the architecture is the first place

to begin to determine that the eventual solution could in fact meet these

goaìs.

¡ Architecture provides a blueprint from which the detailed design ca'proceed.

and which wiÌl eventually be materialised in the actual software system.

r Architccture provides an efiective vehicle for reasoning about the system be_

fore it is actually built. As such, it provides the means for communicating a

software design to development team members and other stakeholders alike.

This rs possible because an architecturaÌ abstraction can be presented in dif-

fe¡ent views to suit a particular audience - technical or non-technical stake-

l-rolde¡s. TÌre views are useful ior unrierstanding the system's biueprint and

to create work assignments, schedule and budget.

o Finally. an architectural abstraction can be reused between software systems

exhibiting similar requirements. since architecture definition is a crucial,

costly and time consuming exercise, it makes perfect sense to rcuse it so that

the cost of development can be spread over several development projects.

These are just some of the reasons why several organizations are capitalizing

the architecture for developing ranges of similar products using the software
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product Ìine approach.

1.3 Software product lines

The idea of applying the product line concept to software development originates

from Parnas in 1978, rvhen he noted that [;S]: 'we consider a set of programs to

be a program family if thev have so much in comrnon that it pays to study their

comÍìon aspects beforc lookirrg at the aspects that differentiate thern.' The reuse of

development eflort ald knowledge to achieve improved product quality, faster time-

to-market, and reduced cost, are the key motivation for the product line approach

to software dcvelopment [6,10, 14].

As mentioned above, the softrvare product ìine or product family can be defined

as a set of pro¡çrarns developed in a systematic rvay from a common architecture

and a set of reusable components in order to s:rtisfy the needs of a set of related

yet distinct market segments 114].

Organizations that develop softrvare product lines generally follow one of the

trvo main adoption approaches, which are often referred to us reuolutionary and

euolutionary [10]. ln the revolutionary approach, the common architecture ancl

some set of reusabìe components are lìrst developed before the development of the

frrst product. These components are then combined as necessary in order to obtain

the individual products in thc famiìy.

For the evolutionarv aoproach. the common architecture (and sometimes, the

set of ¡eusable components) is typically developed from existing products and/or

legacy artifacts. That is, product development evolves or goes along with the

creation of architectural a¡tefacts. lhe development of the first product can proceed

simultaneously as changes are being made in the common a¡chitecture. lndustrial

experiences have shown that the evolutionary approach is a more popular path of

adopting the product line concept [11,60,63].

During the product line development, requirements (or features) that cut across

to aìl the products, calle<l commonalztzes, are specified into a commol core, arcÍ¡,i-
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tecture (.CA), while the requirements that are specific to some, but not alì the

products, called uariabiLity, are represented as uarzatton potnts in the CA. Individ-

uaì products are subsequently developed from the CA, bv replacing the variation

points with product-specific component instances, called uanants. ln sorne cases,

individual products are not developed directly ftom the CA, but are developed in-

stead from separate architectures, called the individuaì prod,u,ct archzteclures (PA).

Individual PAs are created fron the CA by exercising the built-in variation points.

This dual form of representation of the architecturc (i.c.. CA and PA) is typicaì of

the software product lines [10,14,15].

I.4 Problems of product line architectures as-

sessment

The PLAs possess sorne characteristics that make the devcìoprnent ¿lnd assessment

of such architectures difÊcult. A number of development methods for such archi-

tccturcs h¿rve been proposed, as well as a (much smailer) number of assessment

methods. Horvever, most of the a-ssessment methods proposed are o¡iented towards

SPAs and do not take due cognisance of the peculiarities of the PLA.

The a^sscssment of PLAs is significantly more complex than thc assessmcnt of

SPAs. Àn initial understanding of this complexity can be obtained by consider-

ing the inherently interacting and possibly conflicting motives behind the quality

specifìcation of the CA and the subsequent definitions of the PAs. The CA is fully

speclfied to fulfill functional and quality goals common to all products. At the samc

time, rt is underspecified at the points of variability to cater to the specifics of the

PAs. This roorn for flexibility towards PAs creation oft,entimes resuÌt in conflict

between the quality attributes that are exhibited by the CA and PAs,

The problem of assessing product line architectures needs an approach that

considers not only the quality attributes common to the family of systerns, but

also those spccìfic to some membe¡s only, and their interrelationships. It should be
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noted that indi'idual PAs may require a different prioritization of the quality goals

common to the PLA, and they may even be associated with quaìity goals which

are not prcsent in other rnembers of the product line.

Next, I prcsent some of characteristics of the PLAs and the attendant research

questions not ansrvered by the current generation of architecture assessment mcth-

ods.

The dual form of the architecture: since the architecture assumes a cluaì

form [14] i' the product hne, tl.rc priorities of the requirements anrì (oftentimes) the

requirernents themseÌves usually diffcr from the cA to the pA. This is quite unlike

single product architectures where the requirements are prioritized in a simple,

single ìist-

Questi,on: Hou, can we tailor an assessment method to cleal with the two types

of architectures in a product line contcxt - the cA ancì individual pAs? wilì such

specialised evaluation treatment of the common cA and the pAs be an improvement

over the one-size fit-all approach of existing architecture assessment methods?

The presence of variation points in the CA: The CA provides explicit sup

port for variability using variation points. The PA augments the CA with addi-

tional functionaì and quality requirements in those areas (i.e., the variation points).

Variation points now need to be analyzed for the quality attribute requirements,

Questton: Now that architectural variations are planned for in the CA (unlike

single product architectures where changes are usually unplanned for or unknown),

whal imlr¡¡ct rvill v¡ri¡tion nnintc ha,¡p ^^ côfr",".- ^,,-l;i,, .-, L^,,.,.-- +L^,. L^I o¡¡ 'rrsy ur

analyzed?

Quality attributes scenarios are more complex to deal with: Most assess,

ment methods analyze architectures using a short story involving a user interaction

with the program, calleð, sr:enarios. Scenario-based metho<is are perfectly fit for a
risk-mitigating evaluation because the program to be evaluated may not yet exist

(i e., not finished) [13]. It is now possible to associate analysis contert with more

scenarios than may be the case with a sPAs. In particular, quality attributes sce-

narios take three fo¡ms in a product line evaluation - mandatory, alternative, an<ì
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optional. The mandatory scenarios apply to all products, a¡lcì shouìd be isolated

for the CA anaìysis. The aìternative and optional sccna¡ios are prodr.rct-specific

and should only apply to the analysis of indivrdu¿¡ì PAs.

Questi.on: Scenarios in a product line architecture evaluation are context-dependent

(i.e., applies either to the core PLA or to one or rnore individual PAs) and are sig-

nificantly rrrore in numbers (severaì hundreds - since several products are involved).

Is there a ü'ay to sirnplify the process of scenarios generation, prioritization and

analysis?

Quality attribute interactions: Quality attribute interactions is an important

aspect of architecture assessment because they make visible to software architects or

developers the a¡eas of the architecture that pose the greatest risks. This interaction

can be classiJled as sensitivities and tradeoffs. Areas of the architecture whose

design decisions have the potential of determining one or more quality attributes

are called sensitiuztg points. An area of the architectu¡e whose rìesign decisions is

a sensitivity point for two or more (possibly conflicting) quality attributes is caìled

a tradeofl poznt. Some of the existing architecture assessrìent mcthods permit

analysis of architectural decisions that produce sensitivities and tradeoffs within

the samc architecture. For example, architectural design decision that improve

security by encrypting rnessage exchange between components rviÌl similarìy rìcgrade

pcrforrnance to some extent (due to the time required for the encryption/decryption

of messages by components). In a product line context, qu:iüty attributes interact

u,irhin q c;.o1. PÀ ^" th^ f-^ l- -,1.1;r;^- ;-r-".-';^-- --i.r h^t'.,^^- tl,^ ^"^li+.,

attributes of the PA in relation to the CA by virtue of the effects of lhe design

decisions of the PA on earlier decisions in the CA.

Quest'ton: Now that two types of relatcd architecturcs are considered, how can

this analysis be extended to quality interactions across architectures as opposed to a

single architecture? The rationale for this is the dependence of all of a product line's

PAs on design decisions previously made in the CA. I will use tlte term honzontal to

quaÌify sensitivities and tradeoffs in quality attributes within a single architecture

(the CA or a PA). Similarly, I will use the term uertical to qualify sensitivities
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ând tradeoffs in quality attributes across two or more architectures (the CA and

the PAs). Horizontal sensitivities occurw'hen an architecture's responsc to one or

more qualrty attributcs depends on design decision(s) locaìizcd on that architecture

alone. 'l'hat is, such design decisions are indepenrlent of any prior decisions- This

is the usual type of sensitivities jntroduced by the ATAM. Going forward, vertical

sensitivities occur u'hen an architecture's response to one or more quality attributes

is not onìy dependent on clesign decisions of that architecture, but also on prior

decisions that ha^s been made olì some aspects of the design. This forrn rif sensitivity

typicaììy appües in ¿r PLA v'herein thc design decisions of a PA are inlìuenced by

prior decisions of the CA.

Finally. the assessment of individual PAs must be such that it optimally reuses

prior and rclevant results producecì frorn the PLA evaluation. None of these charac-

teristics are addrcsscd by thc currently existing mcthods. This shortcoming j ustifies

the need for an architecture evaluation method specifically tailored to address the

requirements of software product line archjtectures.

1.5 Contributions of this thesis

This thesis contributes to the field of software engineering, and in particular the

architecture and product line community, in the following ways:

o l-irst, to the best of my knowledge and f¡om avaiÌable research publications.

this work is the first that provides assessment-focused characterization of

the dual fbrms of architectures in product Ìines. This research explored the

characterization of the relationship between variation points and quality at-

tributes as the shape of the architecture is defincd by the design decisions

of the CA ¿rnd the PA. This characterization helps in the understanding and

development of suitable assessment methods for PLAs.

¡ Second, this research prorìuccs an architecture-centric, risk-mitigating assess-

ment rncthod for softr'¿re product ìincs- There is currentìy no assessment

10
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method that is oriented to software product ìines in this ìanner. The assess-

ment method developed in this research, called HoPLAA (Holistic Prr¡duct

Line Architecture Assessment). is suitable for asscssing both fresh PLAs un-

dergorng rìevelopment and cxisting PLA designs. It can also be used for com-

paring two or more PLA design alternatives and in situations where limited

manpower is available to conduct the PLA assessment.

¡ Finally, this work deveìops a quality attribute conformance checking tech-

nique for ensuring that the quality attributes designed for in the CA are not

inadvertentìy eroded by the design decisions of the PA. This is important for

the development and evolution of a product Une because it is always desired

that the PAs remains in quality conformance with the CA. Any inconsis-

tencies tend to complicate rnaintenance activities. This technique is based

on the concept of variation points. The conformance checking technique is

suitable for product line developed using either the evolutionary approach or

revolutionary approach. Further, following this technique rn a product line

development ensures the as-designed (or documented) architecture of a procl-

uct line always remain in quality congruence u'ith the as-built (or nrnning)

architecture.

1.6 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized ¿s folìows:

Chapter 2 provides a review of previous work reìated to this research. It de-

scribes related work on software architecture and software product line assessment

from which this resea¡ch draws.

In Chapter 3, I J:resent a description of the ATAM methocl and the underlining

concepts of the PLA assessment method proposed by this research HopLAA, I

also describe the stages and steps of HoPLAA,

Chapters 4 and 5 present two case study results of product Ìine assessment,
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conducted usrng the proposed method.

Chapter 6 provides discussions on the results of the case studies and presents a

detailed comparison of the HoPLAA method with ATAM.

Finalìy, Chapter 7 concludes thc thesis with a summary of tbe wcirk presented

thereirr and an outline of possible directions for futurc research.

12
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Related Work

In this chapter, I will explain some areas of soflware architecture and software

product line research th¿rt rel¿rte to this thesls. ln the first section, I will review

related research on softr¡'are architecture in general, how it came to be, the devel-

opment of the architecture concept, its representation with views, and its quality.

The second section will describe the concept of product lìne architecture. whiìe the

thi¡d scction wilj focus on existing methods and tcchniques used for architecture

assessment in general. The last section will focus on the research relatcd to product

line architecture assessment.

2.I Architecture

ResearcÌr on soltrvale ¿rciritecture began in ihe iaie 1960s when Ðdsger Dijkstra [18]

noted that programmers should consider how to structure a cornputer program in

addition to rnaking it compute correctly. Despìte this rnsight, books that pro-

vide expositional coverage on softwarc architecture did not become avaiìable untiì

recently (" g , [6, 10,27,43,59]).

The IEEtr SLandard 1061 162] defines sofbware quality as the extent 'to which

software possesscs a desired combination of quaÌity attributes'. These quality at-

tributes or qualitres are defined by another standard, the ISO/IEC Draft 9216,1 [291

13
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to be functionaiity, reliability. usability, efficiency. ma.rntairrability, and portability.

Each of these six attributes ¿rre firrther refined into a nurnber of sub-characteristics.

rvhich are sometimes callecl attrtbute conce,TyLs [5, 13]. An attribute concern is an

aspect of a quality attribute that is of primary concern in the assessment of a
partìcular soft¡¡'¿rre system. Software quality attributes are not limited to the six

att¡ibutcs defined by the ISO/IÐC Drafl 9216-1. Bass et al. [6] providcs a more

claborate, but open ended üst of quality attributes. The r,'ork recommends as a

potential quality attribute any rvord ending with 'illities'in the requiremcnts docu-

ment¿rtion. it also classifies qualìty attributes into t$'o broad categories - execution

and evoÌution. Execution qualities are expressed b1' the behavior of the system at

runtime. On the other hand, evolution qualities reside in th€ static structure of the

software system (e.g., architecture).

The idea to use the architecture as the high-level design vehicle for software

quality prediction originates from Parnas in a 1972 serninal paper [5a]. He proposed

rnodulanty and information hiding as rneans of enhancing program flexibility and

systcm comprehension. Bochm et. al. [9] further heìped establish a conceptual

fra¡rlr:work that clarifies the understanding of qualitative analysis of the architecture

usìng a set of definitions and expcriences. The architecture rese¿rrch group at the

Softrv¿rre Engineering lnstitute (SEI) affliate<ì with Carnegic Mellon University in

Pittsbrrrgh, PA (USA), introduced the concept of an archztecture bu,siness cgcle

that traces software quality attributes to the business goaÌ of an organization [6].

Thi. ^^.1.1^- ^.-Li,^^r..-^ --^1, -i^ ^-r., ..,;+L . L^^^ ^..| ¡ ¡,,rF gu¿r¡rLJ arrrruutr Èiuirls

which are traceable f¡om the organizations business goal. In a rvay, there is a two-

way reìationship: the business irnpacts the architecture whilst the architecture,

through its eventual materia.lization as software, irrrpact the business by its quality

attributes. Severaì softu,are development processes (e.g., MDA lS3], RUP [38,58])

now provide guidance for including architecture analysis as part of their respective

Iife cycle models,

l{orvever, knowing the qualities desired of a softwarc system is not enough,

There is also the problem of delìning (or deveÌoping) the architecture to fuÌfill
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those qr.rality goals. This problem has been addressed through thc use of architer:-

tural sfyles [59] and design tacti.cs 13,6]. While an architectural style defines knowrt

component topologv ìn terms of how they interact and their nrntirne quaìity, the

tactics are a collection of design decisions that are used to achieve specific quality

attribute responses. For example, redundancy tactics is used to achieve high avail-

ability. Tactics and architcctr.rral styìes are not complete architectures, but rather

aids that f¿rcilitate the development of the architecture and its constituent parts.

Sharv and Garlan [59] provide a comprehensive catalogue of architectural styles or

idioms. An updated coÌlection of such styles with a closer tie to software quality,

termed tactics, has been developed by the SEI [6].

The architecture, once defined, is documented as a collection of views- A view

'is a coherent representation of a set of architectural elements' [6]. A view is perhaps

best understood by analogy to the similar concept used in a building plan, u'here

a number of views such as a pipeline diagram, electrical diagrar:rr, room layout,

and others, depict the building from different angles- Kruchten's [41] 4*1 modeì

on software architectural views expresses five separate views of the architecture:

logical, process (or concurrency), physical, development (or implementation), and

use cases (or scenarios) vi<:ws. A modernised vicw classification in [13] includes

functionaì, process (or concurrency), code, developûrent (or implementation) and

pr()cess.

The use of separatc architcctural views is important on tu'o counts. Fi¡st, it

-^"kì." "-^^.^r ;^- ^l ¡^^-ô.-c ; ô cñô^;C, ;ñr ôrôci. ^f ¡itr^"--t .¡"Ì,^h^l.l^".. ^-¡-

users, developers, and managers, aûìong others. For example, end-users wiìl find

the code view completely meaningless, whereas this view is most appropriate for

the programmers. Second, it helps in softrvare quality assessment. For example, a

process (or concurrency) view of an architecture is popularly used for studying the

performance quality.

'I¡vo other terms closely related to the description of architectural views are

uieupo'ints an<\ perspectiues. According to ihe ANSI/IÐEE Std 1471-2000 [28], a

view documents some âspects of an architecture based on some concerns held by

15
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one or more stakeholders. A viewpoint specifies the stakeholcl:rs of a view along

with some guidelines for constructing the structure of that view. A viewpoint has

to do rvith specified knowledge about creating an architectural structure; which is

more or less functional or behavioural structures. This concept is extended to deaì

with the quality attribute of an architecturc in [71], instead of functional aspects.

They used tbe term architectural pcrspective for this. According to the authors,

an architectural perspective providcs a rÌeans of designing the architecture to fulfiìl

some quality using a mrmber of views [71]. More than one viet' is neecìed because

the nature of most quality attributes is best understood using diflerent views.

'fhe most useful and precise architectural descriptions are formalized into a

modelling language; such languages are known as architecture desr:ription ìanguages

(ADL). The ADL model of an architecture can be subject to mathematical analysis

using appropriate for¡nalisms and tools. Some of the ADLs and thc accompanying

tool in use in software architecture community are ACN4E. Rapide. Darwin, xADL

2.0, ArchStudio, Aesop and ArgoU\4L []6]. The xADL 2.0 which is bascd on xADL,

provirÌes an XN4L description of an architectu¡e which can be easily converted to

proprietary representations used in other ADL environments. xADL is a stan

dard XMi--based representation for software architectures 116,39]. The Wright and

Darwin ADLs 116] are focused on forrnally specifying the architccture description

ol a system to eliminate ambiguity and guarantee appropriate quality attributes.

Wright is based on process algebra. Darwin is based on pi calculus 12b,42]. UN4L

ic lha nn^"1.. i',,1".r "',.r--.l^.,1 ç^- ^-..Li' ^^¡,,-^LI^^.,-^^. -lì^- ^r r^-.^l^-^- ^-rL'L ur\t ,',l,ri .irr!¡

the user views, According to Medvidovic et al. 145], UML lacks the rcquired fbnnal

groundrng to specify certain architectural concerns such as an explicit modeling of

connectors, and local and global a¡chitectu¡al constraints. The reader should recall

that a connector is an architectural element that ¡nediates interactions between

two or more components. A comparison of conventionaÌ ADLs is available in [46].

While the UML enjoys popular usage in the industry, most academic researchers

favour the use of formal ADLs [24, 46, 47].

Despite the importance of software architecture, it is common for some systerìs

16
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to be rleveloped without an a¡chitecture. Also. the cìocumentation of the architec-

ture mav be lost, or become outcìated. The architecture documentation may not

accurately reflect the true state of the system or its runtime irnage, especÌally from

its observable qualities. For example, an architecture may have become very com-

plex and dillcult to rn¿rintajn further as a result of some series of hastily plannecì

updates. For such systems, the architecture can be reconstructed from the existing

programs through a process called reue,rse e,ng,ineerzng or re- enq,inee'nrtg. Several

techniques for reverse engineering have been proposed. For example Hassan et

al- [26] explain horv human knowledge, available documcntation and sou¡ce code

can assist in architccturc reconstruction.

Architectural reconstruction requires the use of tools; as most tools are eithe¡

Ìanguage-biased (e.g.. ,Jav:r, C. C++, Ada) or operating system dependent. there

cannot be a single comprehensive architecture reconstruction tool. Exampìe of

such tools arc AIìlS [48]. Dali 135]. Re-engineering techniques are also being use<ì

to develop the product line architecture (the CA) from existing system and le¡Jacy

artifacts 152].

The architecture plays an important roìe in virtually every phase of a softrvare

development cyde, Qua.lity attributes, a^s opposed to filnctional properties arc what

largely deterrnine the shape of the architecture, Having a right architecture that will

guarantet-. the quality rcquirements of an end system is therefore a recipe for success,

'Ihis is even more true for a product line where many products are staked on the

¿rchitecture. The architcctrrre m¡lst therefore be a.ssessed tc' safeguarcl resources

alreatly irrvested and the intenderì system or farnrly of systems to be built from it.

2.2 Product lines

Reuse has long been identified for its great potential for improving software devel-

opment productivity [13,31]. R.ight from the carly days of subroutines and module

libraries to components and domain specific architectures, the concept of software

reuse has been steaclily gaining importancc. Às the granularity or size of reuse
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increases, thc benefits of reuse become more real. However, norre of these earljer

forms of reusc corrìpares to the benefit accruabìe from large-scale architecture reuse

based on the product line approach lo softrvare development.

Soft.¡¡are product line offers the greatest promise of maximising the benefits

of reuse. The reuse is first planned befole it is cxplolled. The reused artifacts

are calìed core assets and include requirements docurnents, sofLt'are architecture,

cornponents, test cases, schedule. budget and so on. The core assets are developed

so that it may be reused in more than one product. Substantial cr¡st is savcd fronl

the product line approach because the artifacts constituting the core âssets ¿ìre

oftentimes the most dilficult to develop in any softrvare development project. The

advantage of economies of scale comes into play here. It is generally heìd in industry

that the product line development pays off with as few as four to six products 170],

However, for the product line :rpproach to be successful in any organization,

there are some technical ¿rncl non-technical factr¡rs that need to be considered. 'Ihe

SÐI identi{ìes core âsset development and product development a^s two essential

technical practice areas [14, 15]. The process of core assets creation is sometimes

called dnmatn enqineerinq. It entails settirrg the scope for the products, developing

the architecture and the other artifacts that will be userì as the basis of creating

individual products, and creating the description of the way in which the products

will be created from the core assets. Product development exploits the core assets

by substituting existing variations rvith aspects related to the requirements of a

^^-,i^,,1^* ^-^¡,.^+ 
_rLi- 

--^^^-. i,,,^-.^'i,-^. ^^ll^A ^^-l;^-t.^^ .-^.^-.-;-^ 1l',õ
t,.¡' ¡ rt ,,¡dr l,¡uuu, r. ¡ r¡¡r P,u, v uPyttt t)ttu't .iI,/. ¡ ¡¡,

non-technical or manageriaì a^spects include both technical (or proìect) management

and organizational management. Technical management is vitaì for the creation

of the core assets for exanplc. Organizational managenlent provides the right

organizational structures [o support the rnission of the particular product line.

This may involve creation of new personnel roles like product line developer, core

asset maintainer and so on It+] to support the neu' work rolcs requrred by product

line developmcnt.

A sirnilar classification of the technical and non-technical factors aflecting the

18
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success of the product line approa.h colles abo,t from the Errropean efforts in falr-
ily engineering like the lnformatron Techrology for European Aclvancernent (ITDA)
projects if9005 ESAPS (1999-2001). if00004 cAF (2001-2003). and if02009 FA\'r-

ILIES (2003-2005) [68]. It idcntifies four interrelated engineering concerns, which

are brsiness, architecture, organization a'cl process. only the arcilitecture is purely

technical. 
'vhrle 

the rest are non-technical issues. In addition. the business concerns

are the economic benefits of the product famìly rnitiatìve. The architeclure, rvhicir

must reflcct business goaìs, concerns the technical means for realising the prod'cts
in the fa''riìy. The process concerns are the steps to folow within a dcvero¡rment.r-

ganization in building the prorì,cts specifìed by the architecture. The organiz:rtion

concern is the mapping of process to organizationâl structures {11,67],
Thc devclopmcnt of the product line architecture (pLA) is at the core of the

technical przrctice area, A PLA is more challenging to define than a spA. for ob-

vious reiLsc¡ns. A PLA captr.rres thr: conmonality of the procìuct rine ¿rncr equaìity
provides b'ilt in mechanism for variations. The fact that indivicÌual products may

require *idely different ¿rnd sometirnes even co'flicting functional and qualitv at-

tributes. makes this task all the more challenging. The pLA dcvelopnent must

also specify the mcchanisrn for achieving variab ity, which may ,se a number of
difïere't mecha.isms such ¿s inheritance, extension poi'ts, pirrameterization, con-

figuratio' ancl module interconnection languages, and compile time directives 164].

Existing sPA development techniques such as the use of architectural styles ancì

patterns. are equalll. usef¡Ì.

N'latinlassi [44] carried out à study that comparcd five of the existing pLA cìe-

sign methods: coPA, FAST, FoRM, KobrA and eADA. The concepts underrying

each method were found to be very distinct, even though thcy are all aiined at

soìving the sarre problem: thc PLA design. COpA is a comprehensive methorl

for PLA developrnent. lt is architecture centric and equaÌly supports non-rechnical

managerial issues. FAST is an adaptable process for product line clevelopment.

FORM is suited for capturing commonarities or mandatory features to use for cre-

ating the PLA. The KobrA method was developed by the Fraunhofer IESE, as a
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component-based method for modeling both SPA ancl PLAs. QADA is oriented

towards the development and assessrnent of PLAs to satisfy quality goals [44].

The PLA can be used in one of two wa1,s for creating individuaì products. lt can

be used directly to create individual products (in which case it takes the form of the

CA) or it can be specialìzed to a product architecturc (i.e., PA) and have individual

product built from this a¡chitecture. The sirigle arcliitecture âpproaclì is appropri-

atc for relativeìy srn:rll product lines r,vhere the functional and quality requirements

of individual products a,re very similar. 'Ihe multi-architecture approach applies to

medium and large product lìnes with complex requirements.

2.3 SPA assessment

The understanding that the quality attnbutes of a large software system are prin-

cipally deterrnired by the underlying architecture, provides the foundation for the

deveìoprnent of several ¿rrchitecture assessment mcthods. ln this section, i will

briefly describe somc of thc existing SPA assessment methods,

2.3.t Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM)

The Software Architecturc Analysis Method (SAAN{), developed by SEI, is one of

the first and wrdeìy pubhcized SPA a,ssessment methods [13]. The SAAM involves

a practical process for verifying or testilg claims of fitness or quaìity (including

modifiability, maintainability. and the like) made bv practitioners of software ar-

chitecture about their systems 113, 34]. Originally, SAAM w¿rs used orly for thc

assessment of nodifiability in its various forms- Nevertheless, experience shows it is

suitable for evaÌuating competing architectural solutions for other quality attributes

like performance, functionality. portability, extensibility, and integrability [13,32].

The SAAM employs scenarios to elicit ¿r rcprescntation of the architecturc and

derive quality attribute goals for the anaìysis. A scenario is a concise description

of the interaction of one of the stakcholders with the system. Usually, a compìete

20
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Figure 2.1: Activities and dependencies in a SAAM evaluation ll3].

scenario is structured in a three-part format: stirnulus. environment, and response

It3] The st'irnulus describes the action initiated by the stakeholder to interact with
the system, The enu'ironmen f describes the systems state prior to the stimulus.

Thc response explains horv the architecture of the system should respond to the

stirnulus. Kazman et al. [32] cÌassified scenarios as clirect and indirect for the

prr'pose of sAAM evaluation. Di,rect scr:narios are those that the architecturc can

satisfv (i.e-, the architectu¡e response is as expected). lrulirect scenarios are those

that require nodifications to the architccture before thcy can be satislìecl.

The prescribed steps for SAAN,Í evaluation are illust¡ated in Figure 2,1, These

steps a.re preceded by a brief presentation of the architecture and its business goals.

Step 1: Scenario development

The SAAM evaluation must comprise sce¡larios that elicit immediate a¡rd future

functional and quality requirements fron the perspecti'e of all stakeholders (or

users) of the system. The scenario generation process is iterative and involves

brainstorming. This step is closely related to the a¡chitecture clescription stcp (i.e,,

step 2).

2l

6. Create Overalì Evaluation
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Step 2: Architecture description

The architecture(s) under consideràtion must be cìearly described in a notation

comprehensible to the stakeholders. This description must explicitly identify the

components or cornputation unit, connectors that rnediate data and control lìorvs,

as well as interdependencies antoûg the components.

Step 3: Scenario classification and prioritization

The scenarìos idcntificd are cl¿xsified as either direct or indirect. While direct

scenarios improve understancling of the architecture(s) under evaluation, indirect

scenarios illuminate functional and quality goals that are not currently satisfied but

could become important requirements in the future. The cìassified scenarios, for

the reason of limitr:d tirnr: for the evaìuatìon, are also prìoritized in their order of

importancc to the stakeholders.

Step 4: Evaluation of indirect scenarios

The direct sceriarios arc evaluated with a demonstration of how the architecture

supports thern, Also, the most important indirect scenarios are individually evalu-

ated with regard to the architecture to ascertain what changes are needed and the

cost of efforts for rnaking therr to the architecture. The end product of this step is

a summary tabìe ihat lisi,s aìl scenanos and the modifications ncerìed rn the case

r¡f indirect scenarios.

Step 5: Assessment of scenario interactions

Whenever trvo indirect scenarios require modifications to the same component or

connector, thev are said to znfer¿cf in that cornponcnt or connector, The as-

sessment of indirect scclarios interactions is important on two counts. First, it

identifies areas of ina<ìequate sepârâtion of concerns or structural complexity- This

will be the case rvhenever two semantically unrelated components interact. Second,

it higlilights componerìts that are not in the appropriate leveì of structural decom-
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position. For such components, splitting them into sub-components rnay be the

required architectural task to address such scenario interaction.

Step 6: Overall evaluation

Finally, weights are assigned to each scenario based on its rclative importance to

the ove¡all systen goals. The process of weight determination for each scenario

is subjective and best achieved when interests of er.ery stakcholder are considered.

The weights are useful in determining overall ranking, in particr.rlirr if a SAAN4

evaluatíon involves thc comparison of trvo or more candidate archjtectures,

Apart from the generic risk rnitigation advantage of architecture evaÌuation,

a SAAM evaÌuation provides two important benefits. First, jt leads to improved

documentation of the architecture. Of note is the treatment of the indirect scen¿lrios

which provides guirìance on how the architecture can evoh'e or horv it can support

a family of related svstems. The second benefit is social, that is, the facilitation

of shared understanding of the architecture amongst participating stakeholders. A

typical SAAM evaluation can be carricd out by two persons [13].

2.3.2 Architecture TYadeoff Analysis Method (ATAM)

The ATAN4 is the successor of the SAAM arxl it is sr.ritabìe for analysing multiple

quaìity attributes. It helps identify the architectural approaches used and, by means

of scenarios, exposes âreas of risk as a result. lt can also be used for the tradeofl

analysis assessment of areas of the architecture in which the rcsponse of two or more

quality attributes are determined by a single design decision. The ATAM is made

up of nine steps. An ATAM evaluation of a SPA produces a number of outputs

including a list of architectural approaches. a list of most important requirements, a

scenarios ìist, areas of risk, sensitivities and tradeofTs. A more detailed description

of the AT,A.M will be presented in Section 3.1. A number of detailed examples of

the use of ATAÀ,4 can be found in [13].
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2.3.3 Active Reviews for Intermediate Design (ARID)

The ARID 113l ìs a scenario-ba-sed assessment method developed by the SEI for

evaluating intermediate designs or parts of an architccture. An ARID àssessmcrìt

is r.rsualiy carried out to cr¡nfirm if the design of a part of the architecture is suìtable

for its intended purpose before it has bcen fully documented. It is based on the

ATAN4 and the rvork on active design reviews (ADlìs) by Parnas 
f 
b6l. ARID has

nine steps just lìke the ATAN4. and they are ccimpleted in two phases: rehearsal

and rcvierv. The steps arc revierver's identification, design briefing preparation,

seed scenario preparation. rnaterial preparatlon, AR.ID presentation, design prescrr-

tation. scenarios brainstorm and prioritization, scenarios appìication and summary

procìuctìon. The first four of thesc steps are in Ph:r-se 1. rvhile thc rest are in Ph¿rse

2.

2.3.4 Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM)

Architecture ana,lysis can be based on the economic aspects of the costs and bene-

fits of architer;tural dccisions. Using the work of Barry Boehm [8], the originator of

software architecture econorlics, ancl others, the architecture group at SÐI has de-

veloped thc CtsANI (Cost Benefit Analysis Method) [33,50]. The CBAN4 enhances

the Boehm cconomic rnodel to include not only the cost of architectural decisior.rs,

but also the benefits aspect [50].

2.4 PLA assessment

ln a product line, tl.re common or core architecture (CA) captures the common rc-

quirements (or commonalilics) of the products and represents varying requirements

(or varia,biìity) using the variation points. Incìividual products are subsequently

buiÌt on the basis of both comrnon and product-specifìc requirements. This is ac-

complìshed either by extending the PLÀ through dircct addition of components, or

by nodifying the PLA to obtain the irxlividual product architectures (PAs), and
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then building thc products frorn the respective PAs. ln the fìrst approach, proclucts

are developed frorn a single, coûìmon architecture, rvhile rn the second approach,

products have architectures of their orv¡r.

The first approach ignores the individual PAs by having products developed

directly from the common architecturc. To evaÌuate this CA, it might secm that

any suitable single product archjtecture evaluation rrrethod rvould suffice, since there

is onll' ¿ single architecture to deal rvith. The probJem with this approach ües irr

the lact that the core architecture allorvs onìy the quality :rttributes common to all

products, rvhile those attributes specific to à single product only or to some (but

not all) of them, are not taken into account at all. At best, a separate evaluation

of architectures of lndividual products (which were not clefined in the fìrst place)

would be needed. Needless to say, this is a time consuming and not very useful

cxcrcise, at best, Ffrrthermore, the simplified, single-a.rchitecture approach cannot

be applied to large, complex product lincs irr which the ch¿rracteristics of individual

products differ widely from one product to another.

The range of available SPA evaÌuation methods that can be used for arralysing

the CA developed foììowing the single architecture, many products approach in

cludes the SAAM [32,34], the ATAM [6, 13,37], and ARID [13] AÌl of these SPA

methods use scenarios as the vehicle both for describing and analyzing soltware

architectures. (Scenarios and other questioning techniques, such as questionnaires

and checklists, a¡e well suited to ârchitecturàl e\.aluation because no running sys-

fn,,, ir ro,.oee¡r,, IlCl \ A-^." *l,nco Al-A \1 ie n¡^hâhlv rhÞ ñÕ.r ù'ì,1ê1,,,,ca.l."'-l,.,,,"..b^J....,.,""'

It was the first to introduce the concept of tradeoff analysis between two or more

quality attributes. Fu¡thcrmorc, it has been successfully applied to the evaluation

of product line architectures [5], However, the PLA in question used the single-

architecture approach mentioned above. That is, a small o¡ mcdium product line

wherein the characteristics of individuai products does not differ very widely. The

second architecture evaluation approach is lhe measuring technique rvhich is based

on thc use of metrics. For example, the use of a performance metric to sirnuìate an

architecture's performance at peal< workload profile.
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I'he problerns of the first approach are addressed by the altcrnative :rpproach

that recognizes the dual form of the product line architectures Ita, tS]. The PLA

covers the common features, whìle individual PAs pertain to the requiremerts spe-

cific to indrvidual products; both of these need to l¡e evaluated [14]. While some

steps have been 'r,aken to make use of that context, the lesults are far from being

satisfactory.

2.4.7 Product Line Software Engineering - Domain-Specific

Sofbware Architecture (PuLSE-DSSA)

PuLStr-DSSA (Product Line Software Engineering - Domain-Specific SoÍTwarc Ar-

chitecture) is the evaluation-focuscd component of the PuLSE 117] methodologv for

thc iterative creation and evaluation of reference architectures 17]. Horvever, :t has

limited applicability as the evaluation proccss is bound to the PuLSE methodology.

Further, there is no tradeoff analysis as it iteratively defines evaluation criteria per

scelario, However, it claims to have the capability for regression evaluation f7, 171.

2.4.2 VTT PLA evaluation framework

An rterative PLA evaluation f¡amework has been developed by the Valtion Teknilli,

nen Tutl<imuskeskus (VTT) Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT 'IRC) [20]

It uses the measurement instrument 'defined by a taxonomy' for quality attributes,

-.la;¡Ìì Ò.ô ¡r.-"-i.--l r,;+L rôoñô-+ +^ ll.-^^ --;ñ ^l^ñ^-+.. ^.,-l;+., ^++-il ,,+^ --,.;^.;+,,
Yuorr ùrv o!urruu!c I,a rur r L.) I

arclÌitecture view, arxl analysis methotì 120]. For example, fperformance, process

view, ATAM] describes the evaluation of the process view of an architecture for

performance, using the ATAM evaluation method [20]. The VTT TRC frarnework

is fairìy flexible, as it can leverage the advantages of several other architccture evaì-

uation methocìs, and ha^s a definite product line focus, However, rt does reìy on

both evaÌuators and developcrs possessing good skills with different methods and,

l lrur, r'onsl ¡t uÌp a sleep learnìng crrrve.
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2.4.3 Family Evaluation Framework (FEF)

The product line enginecring capability of an organìzation is addressed through the

European ITEA projects. The resulting Famrly EvaÌuation Framervork (FEF) is a

four dimensional framework of business. architecture, process, and organization [49.

68]. The FEF is useful Ior benchmarkirrg the product lirre engineerìng capability (or

maturity) of an organization, analogous to thc wcll known SEI Capability Maturity

N4odcl lntegration frameu'ork 1121. Despitr: its treat,ment of archítecture concernsl

it is not architecture ccntric and cànnot serve thc purpose of a risk-mitigating

architectural evaluation exercisc. Besides, its architecture dimensiot only applies

to architectures of existing systems, rvhich essentialÌy rendcrs it useless for the

evaluation of PLAs rrnder devclopment.

Since none of the current generalion of architecture assessment mcthocls provides

adequate coverâge for PLA assessment, there are only two options left. The first

option is to modify an existing SPA assessment method so that it specifically ad-

dresses the requirerncnts of software product lines. The second option is to create

a nerv PLA àssessment method from scratch. Fulfilìirig the ìatter objectives within

the time limit of this thesis is not practictrl. So. onÌy the first option is lcft. Such

an extended ¡ncthod, whilc retaining the rvell esiablished qualities of SPA assess-

rnent methods, shouìd norv catcr to the dual nature of product line architectures.

Thcse notions provide the foundation for the developrnent of the method whjch will

be referred to as thc Holistic Product Line Architecture Assessment (I{oPLAA)

mcthod lb.t l.
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The ATAM Bxtension: HoPLAA

The development of procìuct ìine architectures presents signllìcant challenges that

may ne\¡er occur in single product development [22,23]. There are two sides to those

challenges. on one sidc, there is the challenge of capturing comrnonality across

multiple products in a singìc PLA, T'he commonality includes both f,nctional and

quality requirements rvithin the product line scope. On another side. there is the

issue of managing varying requirornents of product instances as it relates to the

product line scope, Thls is made even more complicated by the fact that rndividuaì

products may rr:quire a different prioritization of the quality goals common to the

PLA, and thcy may even introduce additional qualitv goaÌs which are not present

in othcr mernbers of the product line.

A comprehensive assessment of product line architectures neecls to systemat-

icaìiv co.siclcr both the common qualities of the prorluct farnily as well as those

that are specific to some products only. The assessmenl shouÌd be systematic i'
the sense that the relationship between the dual forms of architectures must be

cxploited to simplify the assessment process.

In the fìrst section ofthis chapter, I describe one ofthe SPA assessment mcthods,

ATA\4, Following this, I will briefly describe the approach followed to arrive at

the solution for the PLA assessment problem. Afterwa¡ds, I will present the four

concepts or tcnets of the solution developed in this ¡ese¿rrch HopLAA. These
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Business drivers
Architeciural documenlalion

Busìness goals
Architectural approaches
Scenarios
Risks
Non-risks
Sensitiv¡ty po¡nts
Tradeoffs

Risk themes

Evaluation team
Project decision makers

Architecture stakeholders

Figure 3.1: A'Ii\N4 inputs, outputs. and participants (adapted from l50l).

concepts v,'eÌe motivatcd by the existing SPA assessment methods and existing

PLA developmcnt rnethodologies such as the one describecì in 1401. ln particuìar, I

rvill highllght the concepts borrowecl from traditional, single product architecture

cvâluation methods. as well as the rvay irr wl.rich those concepts arc adapted to suit

the nceds of proci.rct line archìtecture evaluation.

Wc notc that thc stcps of the HoPLAA method, as presented, have undcrgonc

a series of revisions in the course of this research- The inputs for the revisions we¡e

obtained through the case studlcs th¿t rvere used to exercise the method: two of

these studies will be described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Architeciure Tþadeoff Analysis Method (A!|AM)

TÌre starting point for the cìeveìopmenr of iìoPi,AA is ihe archirccture T¡a<ìeoff

Analysis N4ethod (ATAN4) [5,6,13,36,37,50]. The ATAM relies on exposing the areas

of risks and the wav in which desrgn decisions lead to tradeoffs between two or nore

quality attributes in the architecture. Of all scenario-based architecture evaluation

rnethods, ATAM has the best recorcl of successful application in practrce [5,6, 13]

Besides, its trademark feature, the tradeoll analysis between different qualities in

a SPA, is not found in other methods. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the inputs, outputs and

participants of ATAM.
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e"rforrun""l
Data Latency

Transaction Throughput

Data lntegrity

Non-Repudiation

- 
Network Failure

I

Availabititv - 
(H,M) Database requesls to Host l

I - must be aulomalically swilched to Host
L- Database crasn l2 

¡n 5 seconds afler crash of Host 1

Figure 3.2: A. sample ATAN4 utiìity tree (adapted from [13]).

3.1.1 The steps of ATAM

The A'IAM is made up ofninc steps that are carried out in four pha^scs: preparation,

initial evaluation, complete evaluation, and follow-up. ln one step, the activity of

phase 0 prepares the team that carries out the evaluation and establishes partner-

ship between them and the sponsor organization. Phases Ì ¿rnd 2 are the core of the

rnethod; they are made up of six and three subscr¡uerìt steps. respectively. The steps

arc, in cltronoìogical order: present the ATAM, present the business drivers, present

thc architectu¡e, identify architectural approaches, gener:rte the quality attribute

scenarios, analyzc architectural approaches, brainstorm and prioritize scenarios,

analyze architectural approaches, and present the result. Phase 3 is for follow-up

activjties like preparation of final reports and documentation. [5.6. 13.36].

ATAM represents quality attrrbutes scenarios with a utiìity tree made up of

four levels: Utility, Quality Attribute. Attribute Concern (or Refìnement), and

Scenarios. The root of the tree is 'Utility' rvhile the lcaves are the scenarios. A

sample ATAM utiìity tree is shown in Fig. 3.2. The scenarios in this tree are

ranked using the three indexes H, N4 and L, which stand for I'ligh, À4edium, and

Low respectively. Alternatrveìy, integer values of 3,2, and 1 (or 30. 20, and i0) may

be used, respectively.
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fäble 3.1: Sa c ATA \'l utility trec.
4:Quality Attri

Scenarìo

The scenarir¡s are prioritized according to thcir *eight. Thc weighting uses the

lcvel of importance of thc scenario and the level of difficuÌty of tbe efTort involvccl

in modìfuing the architecture, to respond appropriately to that scenario. An alr,er-

native tabular representation of the utility tree rvith prioritized scenarios is shown

in 'l'able 3. 1.

Note that the first level of the tree (i.e., ,Utility,) is omitted from the table. The

'surn' col,mn is thc ¿rddition of thc 'I' and 'D' columns which stand for ,Importance,

and 'Dilficulty' respcctivelv. Tbe il'he high-priority scenarios (as determinctì on the

basis of the sum col'mn) are analvzed to obtailì a set of architecturaì risks, non-

risks, sensitivìt;, points, and tradeoff points. For each scenario, a table sinilar to
Table 3.2 ìs used to clocument the analvsis.

Prefixcs AD. R, S. T a'd NR are Architcctural Decisions, Risks, Sensitivity, Ttade_

off, arrd Non-rlsks, ¡espectivelv, Each of these references is accompaliecl Lrl, a

description like thcse:

R7. A rcdundant Host 2 is used a-s database backup server for the live database in

Host 1. 1'he database in Host 2 is updated in near real-time (warm_stancìby

bv replicntion) whene'er the live database in Host 1 is upclatecl. it is possible

that some uncomrnitted transactions ln the live database are not replicaterì

to thc backup before the crash of Host l. If this is the casc, some data rnay

be perma,nentìy lost.
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51. Availability of database is sensitive to the type of database redundancy ar-

chitcctural approach adoptecl.

T3. Impror.ing database availabiÌity through redurìdancy and real-time or near

real-time replication may slow dorvn perlormance.

NR2. Repìication requires logging of modification commands submitted by the

l.i^A--^ ¡L^.i^¡^l ..^^ -r-L:- ^^..1 I I ^l¡¡¡drrd6FIrr¡¡, ¡Jùrrrìr ,u rrr, ,/.'r.'u.¡òr. rFdLr ru ¡i1lHr \rr5r\

spacc requirements for the database log-

During phase 2 of the A'IAM. the evaluation team elicit larger (possibly new)

set of scenarios and prioritize them by toting. A sample voting table used is shown

in Table 3.3.

lal,l" 3.2: Sampìe ATAM sc.-n¿rltu är s

Scenario
f :41.1

Database Ìequests to Host 1 must be automatically switched
to Host 2 in 5 seconds after crash of Host 1.

Attribute(s) Availability
Environmenl During normaÌ operation
Stimulus Database goes down in Host 1

Response Not more than 5 second automatic srvitchover of requests to
Host 2

Architectural Decisions Risks Sensitivity TYadeoff 1\ on-rrsks
ADl Redundant database
in Host 2

R7 R8 S1 NR2

Reasoni ne
Architecture Diagram

Scenarios list r.otin
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3.I.2 The ATAM output

An ATAN{ evaluation produces the following extra outputs: a collection of architec-

tural approaches use<ì. approach and quality attribute analysis questions, sensitiv-

ity points, and lhorizontal] tradeofl points. Other general architccture evaluation

outputs producerì are: prioritized statement of quality attributes requirements,

mapping between architectural approaches and qualrty attributes, risks and non

risks. Recall that a sensitivrty point is a design decision in the architecture that

controls the realìsation of one or more quality attributes goal. AÌso. a horizontal

tradeoff poirrt (or simply tradeoff point) is a sensitivity point for trvo or more qual-

ity attributes. Note that the horizontal tradcoff point is produced frcirn the usu¿rl

ATAN4-type tradeofÏ analysis which is ìirnited to a single architecture - the CA c-ir

the PA. This is different from the veritcal tradeoff point that is produced frorn ¿rn

analysis that extcnds beyond a single architecture - typically PA analysis in relation

to the CA. The ATAM can only be used for horizontal tradeoff analysis.

The transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of the ATAM cìoes not aÌways follow con-

sccutively. There could be as much as a two-rnonth interval bctween thc activities

of Phase 1 arxl those of Phase 2 (example l5]).

3.2 Approaching the problem of PLA assessment

I approached the problem of developing a suitable architecture assessment method

for sofiware product line architectures by considc¡ing the existing methods and

techniques for SPA assesslnent, ard evaluating thelr suitability for extension for

product line architecture evaluation.

Of the trvo main approaches for evaluating software architectures, I selected the

qualitative technique. A qualitative technique does not rcly on exact estimates for

the quality assessment of the architecture. For example, it can give an indir:ation

that some design decisions in an architecture being assessed rvill not produce per-

formance bottlenecks. Exact perfornance estimates are not required or produced
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using this approach. Frrrtherrnore, this technrqrre is rvcll suited for both PLA under

development and for assessing related softl,are applications for their potential for

conversion into a prorìuct lìne. Thc second approâch quantitative techniques

are largeìy immature and are meant to complement the result of qualitatrve lech-

niques [1,21,65]. 'Ib dale, there àre too many issues that are yet to be addressed

with qualrtative techniques for architecture ¿Lssessûrent.

After exploring the existirrg generation of assessmcnt methods based on the

qualitative technique, I further n¿lrrowed dr.rrvn the solution space to the set of

scenario based architecture assessment rlethods. Scenario-based assessment rneth-

ods typicaÌly employ short stories about stakeholder interactions l'rth the archi

tecturc (or system) (i.e.. scenarios) as the basis for the a.nalysis. It therefore has

verv little overhead of applìcation. As tong as the number and scope of scenarios

used in exercising the archilectr.rre:rrc suflìcient, this technique will detect potential

problem areas of the architecture (i.e., areas of risk to thc achievement of qualitv

goaìs). Scenario based appro:rch to architecture evaluation ts the most mature and

suitable for evaluating both the architectures of prograurs under development and

those that are already nrnning. This is the reason rvhY most of the SPA a,ssessment

methods are essentially scenario-ba^s<¡d. Other quaÌitative techniques (e.g., use of

checklists and questionnaires) are not as widely usecì.

Although, none of the existing SPA asscssment methods is good enough to eval-

uate PLAs, an ATAM assessmerìt rviìÌ provide the cÌosest approximalion to our

rlesired PLA assessment. Ì\4ost existing assessment methods are linlitctl to a síngie

quality attribute (e.g., SAAM is limited to rnodilìability), dependent on a specific

deveÌopment methodology (e.g., PuLSÐ DSSA), are not architecturc-centric (e.g.,

FEF), or they simply present a technique for selecting t'hich single product archi-

tccture evaluation method is the best to use for analyzing specific qlrality attributes

(e.g., VTT PLA evaluation framework). Thc AlAM alÌows for multiple quality goal

assessment and tradeofl analysis. lt is a method with several case study valjdations

and has even been successfully used to assess PLAs developed using the single ar-

chitecture, many products approach. For this rcason, I chose to extend the ATAM

:14
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into a new method t,hat addresses trre specifìc requiremcnts of pLA assessment.

To that end, HoPLAA extencìs the ATAM with tl.re qualitative analytical treat-
ment of variation points ancì the context-dependent generation. classification, and

prioritization of quality ¿rttributes scenarios.

In this man'er, this research Ìeverages the rarge bocly of existing research and

inclustri¿rl experie.ces in sPA cvaluation, whiJe setting the focus on the specrfic

charar:teristics of software product line archjtectures.

3.3 The HoPLAA concepts

In this scctiorr, I wilì prese't the rnain concepts upon rvhich the HopLAA approach

is buiÌt.

3.3.1 Dual-stage assessment steps

The FIoPI.AA method addresses the requirements for the evaluation of software

product line architcctures in an integrated, hotistzc approach with tlual-stagcrì, but
inter-depcndent assessment steps. The main goal of the holistic approach is to sim-
plify thc analysis of quality attributes and their interactions, as the architectural

decisions arc made right from the commo' architecture creation to the individ
ual prod.ct architecture derivations. This methocl is executed in two stages; the

first stage focuses on the CA evalu¿rtion, while the seconcl staAe tarqets evaluation

of indi'idual PAs. This specializatiorr is schematicaìry shown in Fig. 3.3, whìch

illustrates the HoPLAA and its inputs and outputs.

The input to HoPLAA is a bit more comprehensive when compzrrecl with the

equivalent ìnput required fo¡ sPA assessment using ATAM. Architectural clrivers

are the rnost crucial behavioural (or functional) and quality attributes requirements

of a softwarc system from the perspcctive of the architecture [61. The architecturar

drivers determine the shape of an architecture lt3]. These are extracted from the
product line business goals, scope document, and the commonalities and variabiì-
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Architecture
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Figurc 3.3: HoPLAA inputs and outputs.

ity of the producls, together rvith the ¿rchitecture description. It is no surprise

that the outpr.rts of HoPLAA arc similar to those obtainerl through an ATAM as-

sessment. since the proposed method is an extension of ATAM. However, the CA

evaluation outprrts generaterd in stage I, such as architecture approaches, evolv-

ability constrailìts, scenarios, ¿rnd the hke, have to be structurerl so as to facilitate

the s,bsequent PA evaluation activities in stage II. Rrrthermore, HopLAA places

more cmphasis on the evolvability points and evoÌvability constraints generated irr

Stage l, a^s opposed to the output obtained through an ATAM analysis of a SpA,

as will br: explained in the following.

Each of the HoPLAA stages is actually composed of inclividual steps, seven in

stage I and seven in stage lI, rvith each step designed to meet the specific need of

the respective target architectrrre. stage I is used for evaluation of the common

¿rr,'h i'r,¡-c t i-, e arrd ì'r, rrrtry rqLraìiy be used ior singìe prociuct architecture evaiuation

with little crstomìzation Trr rhis respcct, cA e'aluation in stage I may be viewe<ì

as a customized version of the ATAM method. (Note that the ATAN4 approach,

which focuses on the evaluation of single product architectures, consists of nine

steps 113].) stage II of the HoPLAA method consists of ATAMlike evaluations

applied separately to each individual product architecture, as shown il Fig. 3.4.

These eval'ations may proceed in sequence or in parallel, depending on the available

mânpower in the architecture evaluation team.
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stage I
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ind¡vidual PAs

Figurc 3.4: llhrstration of lloPLAA dual stages

3.3.2 Extended quality attribute interactions

The notion of architcctural tradeoff an:.Llysis bctrveen tvro or Írore quality attributes

is among the most prominent featurcs of the ATAM approach {36.37]. Since de

sign decisions at the architectural level have far-reaching consequences. the quality

attnbutes (which are addressed by those decisions) cannot be treated in isolation;

aJmost every decision will affect more than one quality attribute.

Consequently, each design decision involves a tradcofl betwcen two or more

quality attributes. The essence of the ATAM approach is to ìdentify those tradeofls

and make them visibìe to the architects so as to minìmrze the risks ìncurred in thc

architecture definition process. Architectural <ìesign decisions that irnpact quality

att¡ibute interactions are classified into sensitivity points and tradeoff points. A

sensitivity point applies to a ciecisron about speciiìc aspects oi thc arciritecture that

nay affect either benefit or impair at least one quality attribute- A tradeoff

point is a sensitivity point between two or Íìorc quaìity attrrbutes rvhich i teract

in opposing wavs [13].

Although initially developed for the analysis of singìe product architectures, the

tradeof{ analysis is perfectly applicable to product line ¿ssessment. When building

thc CÀ. tlesign decisions have to fulfill a dual goal. They have to address the quaÌity

attril¡utes common to all the variants. At the same time, they have to accommodate

quality attributes which may be specific to some of the variants only- Moreover, not
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aìl of these vari¿ìnts and, by extension, not all of the associated quaÌit¡, attributes,

are known at the time of architectu¡e assessment. So. the architect can orrly satÍsfy

the common quality goals without making it too difficult to satisfy the product-

specific quality goals (sorne of which are not known) at a, later time.

In the HoPLAA rrrethod. tradeofl analysis of quality attributes for the CA is

perlorned in stagc I. in a fashion similar to the ATAM evaluation but with extra

outputs. Furthcr, it extends quaìity tradeolT analysis to inclividual pAs in stage II,
in order to dctermine the r.aìidity of the qu:rlity goals addressed in the CA and also

to'erify how individual prr:cìuct-specific quality attributes goals are supported. ln
HoPLAA. tradeoff analvsis is not limited to a single architecture, but appiies across

multiple (or trvo) architcrtures - that is, between the CA and a pA. To simplify
this form of complex qualit:rtive anaÌysis, this research employs a technique bascrì

on the relationship betrveen variation points and sensrtivity points. lt is worth

noting that this technique may *ell find more general appÌica,biliiy in the case of

n-dimensional and hjerarchical product lines 166]. The distinguishing characteristic

of such product lines is that each PA allows varia.tion points, as does rts parent

cA, and th,s couìd be instantiated for several other proclucts. By follorving this

technique. the architects could simpìify the analysis of tradeoffs in adjacent pÌanes

nf prorJrrcl line arcltitcr-lurel-

3.3.3 Context-dependent scenario treatment

Most single product architecture e'aluation methocls employ scenarios as thc vehi-

cle, both for describing lhe architecture and eliciting the quality goals for analysis

pulposes. once qualitv attributes and scena¡ios that exercise them are iclentified, it
is common to eliminate redundant ones and prioritize the remaining ones through

voting or other means of reaching consensus amongst system stakehol<ìers. While

this procedure may be feasible for sPAs, it becones cumbersome for large archi-

tectures in rvllich the initiaì number of quality attributes is high, and the number

of sce.arios may easily be a h'ndred or more- For product ìine architectures, the
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scope is even wider and the numbers are higher.

Hence, the simpìe scenàrio generation and voting approach is simply too inef-

ficient and some other rvay of prioritizìng and managing the quality att¡ibute lists

must be found. The most obvious one is to use the aheadv existing distinction

Ì¡etwecn the CA and individual PAs as the basis for the complexity reduction. In

this manner, it is possibÌe to simplify the rna.rragcrnent and analysis of the scenarios

and focus the evaluation on spec.ific aspects of the prodrrct ìine.

In stage I of HoPL,AA. the evaluation teâm is not constrainecì orr how quality at-

tributes scenarios are generated; not even constraints relating to the commonalities

defined by the scope of the product line. In other words, this a,llorvs the generation

of both common and product-specific scenarios. While the former are analyzed anrl

prioritiz.ed in stàge I, the Ìatter are recorcle<ì but not analyzed untiÌ stage II. The

reason for this deferrnent ìies in thc fact that some of the quality ¿rttril¡ute-reìated

scenarios may not be fully known durrng the generation phâsc. lnstead of trying to

gct their details no matter rvhat the cost may be, it is morc appropnate (and cer-

tainly more productive) to allow the architecture ev¿rluation team to freely generate

and/or brainstorm alÌ possible scenarios, cotìn.ìon and product-specific alike.

F\rrthermore, the elicitation of some product-dependent scenarios in stage I

saves time during the particular product evaluation later on in stage II, and gives

jndication of possible product-specific quality goals so that architectural decisìons

made in designing CA will not ¡ule them out. Ofcourse, additional product-specific

scenarios are generated, brainstormed, and analyzed during the assessment of a

particular PA.

The scrutiny given to quality attributes scen¿rrios gencration, classificalion and

prioritization is one of our goals in providing a holistic approaclì to the analysis

of product line architectures. Each stage is focused only on the analysis of those

scena¡ios in the context of the generalized product line architecture or instance

¿¡rchitecturc undcr considcration at any o¡rc tirnc. More of thjs will be clescribed in

the next section.
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3.3.4 Qualitative analytical treatments for variation points

Varìatiorr poìnts are architecturaì placeholders for ar.rgmenting the CA with be-

haviouraÌ extcnsions. They are lnstantiatcd a^s concrete 
'ariants 

in indivitlual

procìuct architect'res- The reader shouìd recall that sensitivity points are those

architectural dccisions that affect one or more quality goals [36,37]. For example.

the encrypLion of sensitive messâgÉl exchange between two componcnts may improve

the security quality of a soft*are-intensive system. The architectural dec¡ision to

introduce cryptographic components between the two communicating compot:ìents

is a scnsitivrty point to realizing security as far as message exchange betwcen thc

two components is concerned.

Architectural decisions made in the analysis of the CA in st:r.ge I and subse-

quentìy found to be the sensitivity points to one or more quality attributes, continue

to rernain valid for individuaÌ product architecturcs. A possible exception woulcl be

the case in which the creation of a PA involves the addition of componc't variants

to those parts of the architecture rvhich tnteract with the sensitivity pornts. ln the

example given above, conside¡ adding a third component to periodically rcceive

exception mcssages from both cornponents. If such notification messages to this

third component are not similarly encrypted, the security of the system rnay be

jeopardized.

An area of the product line architccture which is a sensitivity point ancl. at

the same time, contains at least one variation point, will be rcfcrrecl to ãs an

euolrabilitg poznl. The variation points that couÌd alter quality are specizrlly treatecl

using evolvability points. In particular, I accompany each evolvabilìty poiút in

the CA with a guideline to constrain or guide subsequent PA design decisions

and evaluation. The intention is to guard against PA design decìsions that could

invalidate quality goals alread¡' allowed in the CA.
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3.3.5 Quality conformance checking technique

A common problcm in software product line development ¿rnd ¿rssessment is how to

maintain conformance between the CA and the individual PAs, in quality terms.

For instance, if a certain quality response of pcrformance is stipulated by the desrgn

decisions of the CA. it ìs highly dcsirable that none of the PAs deviatc from this.

This problem is dilicult to solve, especiaìlv jn the evolutionary approach to product

lirre development. l¡r thìs case, the CA may be derìr'ed from exiting products and

legacy appìications that continue to evoìve at the sarnc time as the CA. Despite the

different threads of evolutìon, thc existing product architectures and all subsequent

PAs should continue to rcmain in quallty congruence with the CA.

'Ihe concepts of evolvability points and evolvability guidelines/constraints are

explored in 152] to maintain conformance betrveen the CA and the PA. The ratio

nale behind this is the insight that a sensitivity point that interacts with one or

more quality att¡ibutcs poses the greatest challenge in ensuring conformance. The

quality attributes of the PA shouÌd always remain in conformancc ¡¡'ith those of the

CA when the sensitivity points are located in a mandatory primitivc or mandatory

composite component. A prirnitive component [19] is the simplest ur.rit of computa-

tion in the architecture. Primrtivc components can be combined to form composite

or complex components. A nandatory conìponent is aÌways present in every PA

derived from the CA. It typically encapsulates funclions or features common to

everv product in the product line. However, the abovc càse is not a.lwavs what is

obtained in realìty. Oftentimes, there are two or more sensitivity points localized in

both areas that have been fully specified (e.g., mandatory components) and a¡eas

that are not fully spccified (variation point). The architects can only design to

fulfill the quality goal of the mandatory component and expect product a¡chitects

to fulfill their part in designing the variants for the appropriate quality responsc.

If the teams are diflerent, this may be hard to do without duplication of effort.

To ensure conformance of the PA design decisions to those of the CA and,

ultimately, to fulfill common quality goals, the pair concepts of evolvability point
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.ìnd evolvabllity constr¿ìint are needed, Note that not e\¡ery variation point ir
the cA is an evoìvability poirrt only those 

'ariatiorr 
poi'ts that interact rvith

a sensitivity point. The designers of the cA should accompany such evolvability

points with appropriate constraints and guiclelincs. The guìclelines help product

architects in their work. Evolvabilìty constraint is a statement about an evolvability

point that guides product architecture creation in order to fuìfill desirerl quality
goals. Just likc every other form of co'straints, it may be described using thc syntax

¡rnd semantics of an ADi, or othcr constraint language, such a*s OCL [6g]. Such

constraints may restrict variant components in their inter¿ction protor:ol, internal

states. architectural styles, implementatio. or usage [46]. in order to fulfiìl some

quality goals.

The cornbined use of evolvability point ancl evolvabihty constraints cnsures that
the PAs re¡nains in conformance with the cA. pr¿rctical exarnples of the use of
cvolvability points (EP) and evorvability constr¿rints (EC) are presented i'chap-
ters 4 and 5.

3.4 The Steps of HoPLAA

The common practice for specifying an architecture ev¿l.luation method is to outìine

the steps of aciivities to perform to arrive at an evaluatir¡n re-cult fo¡ the archi-

tecture. ln almost all cases, these steps of activities may be repeated whcnever a

new a¡chitectrrre is to be evaluated, irrespective of the level of similarity (or dis-

similarity) bet¡veen the architectures being evaluated, e.g., in the ca^se of a product

line. such architcctural evaluation methocìs, although successful for single-procìuct

architectures, fail to recognize the duality of the architectures in a product line

context. while the product line a¡chitecture features comrnonaÌities in functional

and quality requirements with explicit room for variation points, the product archi-

tecture may feature additional functional and quality requirements but generally

with no provision for variation points. A one-size-fits-all approach typical of most

single product evaluation methods is iladequate in a product line context.
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The plescrìbed steps of the two stages of HoPLAA are presented irr this section.

Note that the steps may be customized to suit the particular environment of the

organization or project team that develops the software product line.

3.4.1 Stage I: CA Evaluation

Stage I consists of the tradcofl-oriented analysis of the core architecture (CA).

I.1 Present the HoPLAA stage I: Present an overview of the HoPLAA and its

activities: in pa.rticular those of stage I.

I.2 Present the product line architectural drivers: Describe the product line

in terms of the motivating business needs, the product line scope definition. and

the commonality and v:rri:rbiìrty of the conceived products in the line especiaìly in

terms of quality goals.

L3 Present the core architecture: The architects describe the CA.

I.4 Identify architectural approaches: The evaÌuation team identifies the ar-

chjtecturaÌ approaches uscd in the architecture. The list is documented but not

analyzed. In a product line context, there is need for consistency in thc use of

architecturaÌ approaches throughout lhe design of the CA and the individual PAs.

When the set of architectural approaches used is from a finite known set, the ân¿lì-

ysis of any architecturc in the product line is simplified.

I.5 Generate, cÌassify, brainstorm, and prioritize quality attribute scenar-

ios: Two categories of quality soals can be anticipated on the basis of architectural

d¡ivers - thosc cornrnon or mancìatory to all products in the line, and those pe-

culiar to some of the products only- The fo¡mer rnust be vcrified in the current

stage against the CA, while the latter wrll be elicited at this stage but will not re-

ceive any special treatment until the PA evaÌuations in stage IL The aim is to have

the CA acldress all quality attribute concern common to every product in the line.

Besides, this insures architectural decisions rnade on thc CA do not ¡ule out the

achievement of other product-specific quaìity goals - hcnce the reason fo¡ eÌiciting

product- specific scenarios in this stage.
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Note thàt the quality attributc of variabilitv (also calÌed evolvability or nod-

ifiability) shouki always be analyzed in a CA. The key point here is the neccl for

largc-scale reuse of architcctures, rvhich is essentiàl to the product line concept

itself and is best realized when the variability quaÌity is fully supportcd by the

architecture.

\4/e represent quality attribute sccnarios rvith the utility tree (similar to the

ATAM one) in which alì possible attribute conccrns and a^ssociated quality attrrbute

scen¿rrios are shown, irrespective of their generality. lrr this thesis, I refer to corìclete

scenarios adclressing the quality-attnbute-specilìc goals of the CÀ as gencrìc scenar

ios. Note that these are not the same as general scenarios that'provide a fr¿mework

for generating a large number of systen- independent but quality-attribute-specific

sccnarios' [6]. In a rvay, generic scenarios could be considererì as s)¡steûl cìependent

instances of general scenarios.

We ¡ank each scenario using the indexes of Generalrty, Significance and Cost,

each of which is assigned a value 1, 2, or 3, denoting Low (L), \4edium (M), and High

(H), respectively. Generality may be mandatory. aìternativc or optional, with values

3, 2 and 1, respectively; significance dcnotes horv important the quality attribute

sce¡lario is to the business driver; and cost is the level of eflort or dillculty involved

in errhancing the architecture to providi: the right responses to the scenario. Once

assignecl, thc .¡alues of indexes for cach scenario (both geiieric and product-specific

ones) are added up so as to prioritize the list of sccnarìos.

Using the high-priority scenarios as input. a ì:rrger (possiblv nerv) set of scenarios

is elicited from the sàÌÌe or difTerent group of stakeholders. Generjc scenarios

are extracted from the combined list of brainstormed sccnarios and prioritized by

voting. All other scenarios, both the low priority generic scenarios and the prorìuct-

spccific ones, are incorporated into the utility troe of the product line for use in

stage II. lt is anticipated that the most important attribute conccrns shared among

alJ proclucts in the line will characterize the scenarios on top of the list.

I.6 Analyze architectural approaches and generic scenarios: Analyze high-

priority generic sccnarios from step 5 to obtain ¿ set of arcìtjtectu¡al risks, non-risks,
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sensitivity points, tradeofl points [13], and evolvability points. Evolvability ¡roints

are those aleas in the procìuct line architecture that are either sensitivity points

or tradeoff points and that contain at lea-st one variation point. In other words,

evoh'ability points are those ¿rreas in the architecture where (a) their composition is

â^ssociated rvith at least one variation point, and (b) the associated design <ìecisions

aflect the realjzation of one or more quality attnbute goals. Associate guidelinr:s

to evolvability points to constrain subsequent chânges that attempt to move the

architectur: ar','ay from the quality goals already allorved, or to guide future analysis

of the PAs that instantiate a^ssociated variation points from the CA.

I.7 Present resuìts: A report is prepared for HoPLAA stage l, containing the list

oI architectural approaches, utiiity tree. generic scenarios, product-specific sccn¿¡.r-

ios idcntified, areas of risks in the CA. architectural decisions that are non-risks,

sensrtivil,v points, tradeoffs. evolvabiìity points, evoìvability guidclincs, and risk

therne as it allrrts the product linc mission.

3.4.2 Stage II: Individual PA Evaluation

Stage Il of the IIoPLAA method focuses on evaluation of individual product ar-

chitectures. Notc that the sequence of steps from IL2 to li.7 is repeated for each

individual PA.

II.1 Present the HoPLAA stage II: Present an overview of method and give

details of stage li. This is a very short step. as the essence of the method shoulcl

already be knorvn to the evaluation team.

II.2 Present the architectural drivers: Give a brief overvicw of the CA, theset

of driving requirements for the particular PA, and the description of tl.re variable

features of this product in tcrrns of functional and quality goals.

II.3 Present the product architecture: Place emphasis onÌy on are:rs of the

architecture that have been recently enhanced through the insbantiation of vari¿¡.tion

points as variants.

IL4 Identify architectural approaches: The arcìritect identifies new or differ-
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ent architectural approaches used in the architecture, thcse are documented but

not anaìyzed. TI.re architect must give a rationale for every new architectural ap-

proach that is used for the design of variants. In addition, the team identifies and

documents the specific variation points that have been instantiated as varia,nts.

II.5 Generate, brainstorm and prioritize quality attribute scenarios: Re-

produce quality attrib'te sccnarios that are specifìc to this product from the utility
trcc generatcd in stage I, Step 5. Double check to confirrn agreement with the

c¡uality drivers identified in stcp 2. In addition, elicrt a possibly ncu, set of product-

specific scenarios from the sãme or dlfTerent grorrp of stakeholders and priorìtize

the entire list of scenarios by signifìcance (" g , by voting).

All previously unidentificd scenarios may be reflected in the utililv tree for the

CA; aìternativcly, a separate utility tree containing scenarios relating to mandatory

and product specific quality goaÌs may be created for each PA. The rianclatory

quality goals may only focus on those quality attributes related to evolvability

points whose variation points have been instantiated in this product architecture.

The list of variants is used to obtain the affected evolvability points from the resuÌts

of stagc L

IL6 Analyze architectural approaches: The two cl¿xses of scenarios relating to

the PA under consideration must be analyzed in this step. The architect must show

how generic quality attribute scenarios are not precluded b'y the procluct archiiec-

ture. Ceneric quality attributcs should still contimre to be satisfied when design

clecisions do not violate thc evolvability guidelines, If the converse is true, one or

more architectural risks have been introduced in realizing the product architecture

that may precìude one or more generic quality goals.

In addition, the prioritiz,ed product-specific scenarios in step b shoukl be ana,

lyzed to obtain a set of architectural risks, non risks, sensitivity points, and tradeoff

points. Essentialìy, the a¡chitect must demonstrate how generic sccnarios are nol

precluded in the product archjtecture design and also how the architecture realizes

quality goals that are specific to the product being analyzed.

II.7 Present results: An evaluation report, similar to the one described in stage
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I, step 7 but rvithout evoh'ability points and evolvability guideìines (as architecture-

bascd variations are no longer supported), is prepared.

3.5 Evaluation

'Ihe concepts and the sleps of the HoPLAA method have becrl dr:scribr:cl, The

next qucstion to be addressed is. horv can the HoPLAA solution be applìed to PLA

assessment problems'1 And how can one get ¿rssurance that lhe results obtaincd are

accurate and locused on the overalÌ objective of ensuring that the quality goals of

the PLA are met'/

The answers to these questions can be obtalned by conducting actual architec-

tur¿r.l assessments using the HoPLAA method, and using the results of those a^s-

sessÍìents ¿^s the basis for comparing HoPLAA with existing àsscssmcnt methods.

The results of trvo such âssessmcnts. formul¿ted :rs case sludies, rvìll be presented

in subsequent chapters. This use of evahration-focused case studies to exercise and

demonstrate the capability of new methods is a common practice in the architecture

àssessment methodology community. Bach case study involves the a^ssessment of

the CA and one PA of a product lìne architecture. The frrst of tl.rese c¿xe studies is

a simple case used to demonstrate HoPLAA and illuminates its key features. The

second is a more rigorous case study involving a fa.irl;. lerrge prodnct line. This u'a^s

used to determine the capabiìities and limitations of the HoPLAA, and to provide

useful feedback for evaluating and ìmproving the HoPLAA rnethod.



Chapter 4

Case Study

line

The AGM product

4.I Overview

In this chapter, I present the result of the first casc study on product line architec-

ture assessment using HoPLAA.'Ihe product line in question is the Arcade Game

Maker (AGM) Product Line rvhich rvas jointly developcd by CÌemson University,

Luminary Software ancl the Product Line Systems Prograrn of the SEI, as a ped-

agogical product ìine example. It is made up of three games (Brickle, Pong, and

Bowiing) to be producèd for three dillèrent hardware/software platforms (freeware

arcade, commercial personal computcr, and commercial wireless), for a total of ni¡re

pro d ucts.

Section 4.2 presents a cìescription of the architectural d¡ivers for the AGM prod-

uct line and some slight changcs in quality requirements that have been made to

suit this example. To enhance the readability of this thesis, I onìy considered the

CA and one specific PA for thc Brickle game to iìlustrate the use of HoPLAA. The

results of the ATAM evaluation, together rvith the complete documentation of thc

AGM CA and other PAs, can be found ìn [57].
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4.2 Scope, requirements and qualities

Thc ffunctional] cornrnonaìities of the game products are: sirrgle-player. graphical

presentation of games, animation-rìriven, moveable and stationary garne pieces or

sprites, and some set of common rules based on physical lat's. \¡landatory quality

requiremelìts for all products are:

1. Performance

¿r. The action of the garne must be suflciently fast to scern contìnuous to the

user.

b. Thc graphics refresh rate must allow for smooth animations without blur-

ring of grapì.rrcs.

Nlodifiabilitv

a. A product architecturc could be instantiatcd from the CA in twr¡ weeks,

time or Ìess.

b. Using the a-ssets of any of the initial produr:ts, a single programmer shouìcl

be ablc to deliver the ncxt two increments of the products in less than a rveek.

Maintainability

a- '.I'he CA and/or PA shouÌd not inhibit product updates to newer versions

of their envi¡onment or platforrns as thev are relea^sed from time to time.

Such upcìates should be cornpleted within tlrrce clays bv a single erperiencecl

systems programmcr.

The [functional] variability includcs rules of t]re gamc, type and number ol

pieces, bchaviour of pieces and the physical environment or platform for the garnes,

which could be freeware arcadc games, commercial personal computer games and

commerciaì wireless games.

Furthermore, commercial wireÌess versions of the games are required to support

auto-save of game state and scores whenever the user shuts down the game from a
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pause mode, or powers off the wireless devìce (such as a cell phone) while the game

is running.

For the Brickìe product, I associate the usability and performance requirements

as an additi.nal (quality) variability. Usability is a crucial requirement in the

domain of game programs. one of the business drivers for the AGM product line is

to provide users rvith e.gagtng and interesting games: in fact, a game where users

are unable to mcct usability problems wìll not have a second chance. The usabilitv

crhanc¡ment" ;r r' as follorv¡.

. Sound support: plavs feedback sound rvhich can be set on/ofT from within the

game.

o User-defined custorr.iiz¿rtion: replacernent of sprites (game pieces) anrì so¡rnd

feedb¿rck f.ìles at run-tine.

For the pcrformance quality, the attribute concern is:

o sound feerlback shorld be provided within 0.75 seconds whenever the puck is

in motion, hits the blocks, hit the walìs or is hit by the paddle.

'rhis modification introduces variabilitv in quality and functionaì req.irernents

to the Brickle product architecture.

4.3 Stage I: CA Evaluation

Next. I present the result of thc HoPLAA evaluation, starting with stage I CA

evaluation.

Architecture description The cA description has an additional variation point

for a sound device for the Brickie garne. The static deployment diagram of the CA

is shown in Fig.4.1; other views are available in the AGM documentation [b7].
'lhe SoundDnuer, shorvn as a variation pornt, is the software interface for the

audio device. The Brickles product ¿rchitecture 'ill feature an audio player variant

lor this interfacc.
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Figurc 4.1: Ðnhanced AGM CA deploymcnt diagram (adzrpted from [57]).

Architectural approaches Some ol lhe architeclural approaches used a¡e the

M odel Vzew- C ontroLLer (MYC) approach; a modificd MVC approach; object ori-

ented specialization and generaìization as means to achieve variabjlity; and param-

cterrized class configuration for variability.

Scenarios Some of the scenarios elicited are:

i. Performance: Garne response time

1. A paddìe hits the puck in response to a user input while the game gra,phics

display reflects the effect of the collision in less than 0.75 seconds. (R.anking:

HltHl

2. Several blocks (stationary sprites) are configured for the Bricl<les game

and the start-up time for the game is less than 5 sccotds on a PC mnning a

Pentium ll processor. (Ranking: N4, H, M)

3, The user changes the game speed to the minimum and maximum possible

while the systems animations are not jerky and the paddle could still be

controlled to intercept the puck. (Ranking: H, H, H)

4. A commercial wireless game user in a game session mistakenly hits the

power-ofI button while the game auto-saves its state and scores in 30 seconds

before power went down. (Ranking: M, l{, M)
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ii. Modifiability

1. The AGN4 Company dccldes to implement database persistence for corn-

mercial rvireless game state and scores while a single programmcr fro¡n the

Arcade Tear¡ completed an updated CA rn threc days. (Ranking: H. H. II)

2. The AGN4 Company decides to field a pinball game that requires rnore

than one vierv of the gamc stale while the Arcaclc1-cam createcl the PA to

use the full MVC in lcss than one v'eek- (Ranking: H, N4, M)

Risks 'Ihe following risks were found in the architecture:

.

As the nurnber of sta.tionary sprites grows, the time for collision detection

r,,.'ould incre¿lse. The architecture approaches collision detection by checking

each station:rry sprites to determine whether they are being hit by a movable

spit c.

Tlre c1'r:le time for the animation ticks (managed using the SpeedControl In-

terfacc) may become too fast for the user to intercept the puck at maximurn

speed. On the other hand. the ticks that drir.e anirn¿rtion may have become

too slorv in a minimurn setting to make for srnooth mr¡tion.

The usabilitv of the game is questionable because the graphics nrodel is rather

rudimentary. If the game interface is not satisfactory, it may not have a second

chancc t'ii,h users, tìrereby preseniing a negaiive implessiorr of iÌre corlpzr.ly

itself.

'Il.re current architecture manages persistence by having the game state and

scorcs saved to flat files in its host platform. But the ultimatc goaì is àn

architecture that implements database persistence for scores and game state

savings. There is the possibility that a single prograrnmer will be unable

to deÌiver the next product increments that use a database for persistence

in less than a week. Furtherrnore, ân experienr:ed programmer may require

more than three clays to migrate from orc database platform to another (e,g.,
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migrating from PC-based database client to mobiìe databuses orr wireÌess

devices).

Non-R.isks

i. The game and scorc representation is generalized. This could improve main-

tainability. For example. every game formats its score as a common strirrg,

ii. The game pieces are specialized as rnovable sprites and stationary spites.

The architecture decision to make this separation heìps improve the speed of

collision detectìon.

Sensitivity Point (s)

i. The perfbrmance of a game is sensitive to the numbe¡ of stationary sprites.

ii. The latency between a user action (e.g.. hit the puck) and the update of

the game graphics display is sensitive to resource consumption (e.g., CPU,

mcmory) for collision cìetection ancl handling. For example, when a brickle

puck collides with a pilc of blocks, sourid feedback is played in addition to the

collision handÌing itself.

rr'aueu¡r l- urrrL \5,,

i. Tl,'.l of lhc ¡r¡"hilcrl uiüì ci'picrclics us, J it rhc archirccturc rlc:rrlpricn.

namely the MVC and the Modified N{VC, introduce architectural tradeoffs.

The MVC is extremely dernandirrg in terms of memory, especially for low

memory wireless devices, because of duplication of d¿ta in the model and

vicws. It is also a perforrnance hog because every change in the ¡rodel is for

warded to all views. Horvever, it enhances modifiability silce separate views

may be easily connected to the model. On the other hand, the Modified MVC

alÌows good performance in view updates, but makes it very difficult to create

additional views of data (i.e., it opposes modifiability),
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ii. There is a tradeoff betrveen performance anrì development cost. The archi

tecture currently employs a simple technique for colhsion detection instearì

of subdividing the game board into grids to improve the speed of search for

coììisiorr,

Evolvabiìity Point (s)

Tbe perforrnancc of a game is sensitive to the number of sprites in thc g:rme

board. The number of spritcs is a variation point for garnc prorìrrcts, Hence,

tlir: number of sprites is also an evolvability point.

The sound device is a variation point for irnplementing sound fêeclback vari-

ants. The fact that this variation potnt has to do with an ar-ea of the architec-

turc th¿rt is also a sensitivity point for graphics displily response time, makes

it an evolvability point

Evolvability Constraints and Guidelines

tI.

The numì¡er of sprites and their sizes must be controlled based on the envi-

ronment or platform. A large number of sprites may impair responsc time for

game graphics rcdisplay. Similarly, pieces that uses large-sized images may

deplete mcnory resources. Smaller numbers of sprites are rcco¡nrnenclecì for

corn¡nercial wireless games.

The resource requirernents (CPU tirne, ûìetnory and a sound devicc) for audio

feedback should be controlled. Specifically, it must be completed such that

total CPU time for graphics redisplay does not exceed the 0.75 scconds limit.

4.4 Stage II: PA Evaluation

A separate architr:cture description was created for the Bricklc procìuct to satisfy

functional and quality goals already described, Fig. 4.2 presents the layered repre-

sentation of this PA.
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Figure 4.2: A vierv of the Brickles architecture.

Scenarios

i. The Brickle game is running and the sound option is set. The user paddle

hits the puck and the system responds rvith sound feedback in 0.75 seconds.

ii. The user selects a rnenu option that turns ofl the souncì, but the sound feed

back slops in I second.

iii. The game is running and the puck hit the block but the sound plays more

than 1 second later.

iv. The user interrupts the Brichìe while running to replace the blocks in the piÌes

with custom-blocks frorn Lhe Spnte Ltbrary. The system replaces all blocks

in the pile with the custom block and resumes the game correctiy.

v. The user imports a sound clip from the Audzo CIip Library to repìace sound

feedback for collision of the puck with the blocks. The game subsequentìy

takes up to 5 seconds to playback the sound clip, pìacing thc sound feedback

system out of syric with the game action-

Some scenarios generated in stage I are included in the list of the Brickles PA

scenarios.
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Scenario Analysis The Bricklcs PA realizes two variation points from the CA.

i.e., the number of sprites in thc game board. and the sor¡nd feedback.

Design decisions needed to implement the variation points allect one ot more

quaìities, and hence are treated as evoÌvability points. 'lhe evolr,¿rbility constraints

in sta.ge I are used to simplify this analysis.

Risks

i- A user may specily large number of bÌocks per pile (of blocks) :rncÌ equally

import large-sizerì images for sprites graphics. This could slow down the

animation and action of the game. A low memory rvirelcss devlce would

easily mn out of rnemory for that reason.

ii. The flexibilìty of allorving users to provide custom souncl clips may result in

use of expensìve audio clips (e.g., long playback sound cìrp) that could place

the game action out of sync with sound feedback. Thr: performance goal ol

the graphics redisplay in 0.75 could be aflected as well.

Sensitivity Point(s) Usability of the game as a result of sound fcedback is sen-

sitive to the size of audio clips the user is allorvcd to import.

Tladeoff Point (s) Bnhancing game usability by allorving users to customize

sprites, and sounds by importating of the appropriale lìles couìcì iniprove games

usability but have an adverse effect on performance and rnemory usage. Some

users may use heavy graphics for sprites or may import ìarge sound lìles.

The risk theme for the PA is to constrain uscr to specilìed image sizes and

constrain playback timc of audio clips. Although this requirement is aimed at im-

pror.ing usability, it could equally inhibit it. The architecturc does not currently

feature a means for achieving this control. The architecture should also show syn-

chronization techniques for the sound feedback vis-à-vis the gamc action.



Chapter 5

Case Study II: The btline
product line

5.1 Overview

This chapter describes the rcsuÌt of the second case study: assessment of a prod'ct
line arclritectures called btLi,ne. This procluct line was developed by the systerns

integratiorr and consulting co',pa.ny B.T. Home communication, Inc. (the name

has been cìranged for confidenti¿iitv reasons), The btline products were cìevelopetl

to cater to thc needs of a group of electronic payment netwo¡k players, namely

financiaì institutjons inclrrrìing banks, merchants, teÌecommunication organization

lie rpl''nc inrlrrrling ¡ CS.\! nel ,¡,.crk s¡:,,icc pro,,.idcr). an intci--bank sci.ilem¡ni

organization, and a scheme operator. The interoperation of the btline products

form the btNet payment network. which collectively enabÌes remote payment and

settlemcnt of financial transâctions such as payment for goods and fun<ìs transfe¡.

The delive¡y channcls of transactions to the btNet are WWW, WAp, Mobile

Text (or SN4s), and XN4l-based lvRs (voiceXNf L or VXML). Fig 5.1 illustrares

the six curre'tly dcployed products of the btline ancl their interconnection. The

SMS, \AAP and VXML channels are clelivcrecì to the l¡tMain prod'ct via some

third-party gàteìvay software appìications. For confidentiality reasons, I will onlv
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d
Suhs.rlbêr

btBaDk
(Bank 2 - lssLrer)

Figure 5.1: Topology of the btNet schcrnc arrd product intercnnnections.

give a cursory descriptíon of the CA ¿rnd the product architecture for btN4ain, as

well as the results of the HoPLAA evaÌu¿rtion.

5.2 Scope, requirements and qualities

The set of common functionality includes the Wel¡ based distributcd application

model, basic reporting capability, use of cryptography for personal ID security,

maintenance of an audit trail, abilitl' to hot list lost or stolen account detaiìs.

use of paramcters ancì support for configuration n.ìanagement, cornìnoll user profile

management function, payment handling, availability of subscriber, rnerchant and

business-to-business web components, abiìity to bi-directionally distrìbute, consol-

idate and synchronize data, and ability to integrate data fiom multiple sources.

The set of mandatory quality attributes fo¡ aìl products with which I assessed

the CA is as follows.

Modifi abiìity/Variabilitv
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o Product intcractions should be transparent and a product location may be

ch:rnged without the need to compile or redcploy other components that access

it

c New cornponent addition to any product's architecturaÌ configuration must

be eusy and should not cause ripple effects on the bel.raviour of existing com-

ponents.

o \s\À' product installation anrì configuration for a participant joining the btNet

shoukl be deployable by a single developer in a single day.

Performance

o Irrespective of the type and number of associated channels, a pro.luct mllst

be capable of accepting and pror;essing high-volume and continually arrivìng

rcquests in :r timeìy manner.

o The pavment tralìsàction latency the time lag bettveen payment initiation

Irorn any of the channels and the time when the response is receivecl-should

not exceed 60 seconcls.

o No lrtline product may exceed 20 seconds in its part of transaction processing.

Security

¡ Any product shouÌd be capable of authenticating users and their trans:rr:tions,

and should deny unauthorizcd access.

o All PlNs, passn'olds, and other confidential information shoulcl be encrypted

at alÌ times; maskcd on input, errcrypted in memory and in the clatabase.

¡ An audit trail should be maintained by default for each product.

¡ Subscriber and merchant account identifications that are reported lost should

be lockable from within all products.
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Some of the differences between indjvidual products in the btline inclucle lhe

range of clients that will interact with thc product, how payment requests are han-

dled, the number and types of users intended to interact with the product, the

interface requirentent of the product vis-a vis the existing systems of the host orga-

nizal,ion. and other functionalities that are peculiar to each product. For exa.mpìe,

thc btN4ain product features the following functionaì variabilitv:

¡ Acccpt request based on \\AP, SN4S, and VXX4L protocols besides the default

http and https.

o Handle computatìonalì¡' demanding and performance-critical functions like

payment, fund transfr:r, and cornmission sharing.

r Manage aÌì configurations reìating to connecting a new participant to the

btNet.

¡ Serve as a central portal for managing various systern functions and data (e.g.,

subscribers, rnerchants, banks. telcos, and the settler).

i elicited the folÌowing quality variabiÌity for btMain from the architecture doc-

umentation:

Aua'iLabiL'íty; btMain is the central hub and should not crash. It must be capable

of operating continually and be ready to process payments 24 x T x 365 rvrth no

dorvn time,

IntegrabtLzty: Its architecture must be opcn and provide an interface for connec-

tìvity with other btline products, external systems and payment netrvorks.

Performan,ce: btMain must be capablc of accepting and processing ¿rt least

500,000 transactions per second, originating from any of the paymctìt channels.

Cost-Sauings: btlvlain must be deployabìe at a minimum cost.

5.3 Stage I: CA Evaluation

This section presents the result of HoPLAA assessment of the CA.
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Figure 5.2: The CA for the btline family.

Architecture Description The deployment view of the CA is shorvn in Fig. 5.2.

Note the clicnt, application server, data se¡ver and <lata distributor parts of the ar-

chitecture. The client's defauìt communication protocol with the application scrver

is the http or https protocol- Thc application server in turn cornmunicates with

the data server via thc JDBC interface. Similarly, the data distributor middleware

communicates the data rrpdates of this data server via a messâgc bus to other data

distributors of thc btNet sche¡rc.

Accompanying the CA definition is a collection of cornponents, cla,ssified a.s

mandatory, alternative and optional, some of which are shown in the deployment

vierv. but will not be discussed further for space constraints. Variatlon points

are denotcd with the <<new>> in both the web server and enterprise corrtainer.

Sinrilarly, the narnes of the three components UserMgt, SysParrLm, and PagmentG

are typeset irr italics to indicate variability, as each of these components features

onc or morc variatìon points.

Architectural approaches Some ofthe architectural approachcs used in the CA

are: Three-tier or rlulti-tier distributed computing architecture; P¿:.rameterization

¿ìs a means of enhancing rnodifiability; Distributed data repositories and database
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re¡rlication to achieve local access to data; Connection caching and instance pooling

to boost performance.

Scenarios Some of the scenarìos used for the analvsis are:

Modifi ability /Variability

r Trarrsparent coûìponent access: Än irnprovecì version of the core payment

processor (i.e,, PaymentPr) ha^s been installed on a new hardware, \¡/ith its

location pàrameters configured. And all payment processing agents (i.e., Pa)¡-

mentAg) residing in other products of the btNct could route transaction to

the new core immediately without restarting. (R.anking: H, H, H)

o Deploying product for nerv particrpant: A new bank indicated their will-

ingness to join the btNet, ancl a single tlained installer, using the btMain

product, installed and configurccì the btB¿rnk prorìuct for this bank in one

day. (Ranking: H, H, M)

o Adding new components or modifying existing ones: Finarrcial rcgulatory

controls now demand that tÌre liability of a bank as a resuìl of transacting on

btNet platform is limited to the amount of its tendered insurance coverage.

The payment processor was updatcd to carr)' out this check, and the core

payment functions are not ¿rffected by the r:hanges. (Ranking: H, H, M)

Performance

. Response time: A user ìnitiates a fund transfer of S100 to his friend via a

text instmction, and the transaction completes with feedback received in 10

seconds. (Ranking: H, H, H)

Security

o Authentlcation: A username and password is requestecì to access any resource,

and the system restricts access to unauthorized users. (Ranking: H. lI, N4)
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r Confidentiality: The database administrator queries tlìe user table (via SQL),

and the password/PlN fields are encrypted (or scrarrbled). (R.anking: H, H,

M)

r Activitl' logging: A user performs some activities on the systern after autho

rization, and the systen records the resources acccssecì, (Ranking: M. H,

\4)

r Securinglost account details: A user reported a lost btBank card; the card was

hot Ìisted and all subsequent transactions ìnvolving the card are immediatcly

being declined. (Ranking: H, 11, M)

Risks

o F-or participants thal dccide to use their applicatioir se¡ver. data server and

data distrrbutor, rather than the default btNet software configuration, more

than one day rnay be required to install and deploy a btline product.

¡ The weak point of the pararneterization technique used to enhan<;e rnodifi-

ability ìs in the data distributor parts; if the data distributor is rlown, the

technique will be ineflectivc.

Non-Risks

Tire user of near reai-time a^syncìrronous ciata repiicatton for synchreinizing

data servers of difle¡ent products cnhances availability. This guarantees local

access to data even in the event of network faiìure between pro<ìucts.

The use of caching in three significant places in the a¡chitecture improves

performancc; database connection caching, static web resource caching, and

corc cornponents jnstance pooling.
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Sensitivity Point

¡ Design decision on how data is dist¡ibuted at the database level determincs

the perforrnance of transactjons completed on the btNet.

o The security of transactions is sensitive to the how the data dlstributors

conirnunicate data to the cìistributed data sources.

e The design rlecisions orr the pooling of heavily used components determine

the performance of transactions.

T\:adeoff Point

o The localization of ¿r data distributor per data server, rvhile enhancing per-

formance increases the cost of depìoyrnent licenses and hardware.

o The maintenance of an audit trail rvhile enhancing intrusion detection ¿l.nd

securit¡' also introduces perfornancc lag.

o The maintenancc of a hot list improves security but hinders performance a-s

a search is made on the list for every financial transaction- The longer tìre

list, the more tirne it takes to search.

Evolvability Points

. The ¡esponse timc of transactions is sensitive to the number and type of inter-

metìiaries b<¡trveen the application server and the channel client (PC browser,

mobile phone, wired phone). Ihe fact that thc nurnber and type of interme-

dìaries is a variation point also makcs it an evolvability point.

¡ The rlrrnber of rules driving the operation of a data distributor detcrmines

the resources requirements for spawning actionable threads, which determines

perforrnance. This is an er.olvability poìnt since the number of these ruìes

varies from one product to alother-
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o The type of user profiles that c¿¡l be managed from within an btl-ine product

and the data distributor logic that clistribute these proÊìes betwcen products

diflers. The fact that the security and modifiability quaìity are allowed by

design decision on user profìle management also makes it an evolvability point.

Evolvability Constraints or Guideìines

¡ 'l'he numl¡er and type of clients that can directìv intera.ct with ihe application

server should be considered in light of the timing rcquircments for transaction

response.

o 'Ihc architects must place consideration on the numbcr of rules to define

per data distributor based on hardware resources (CPU and n'rernory). -fhe

eflective number of rules and the maximurn number of interactions with other

data distrjbutors must be determined and Ìrave PA definitions comply with

ir.

o The model that presents user prolìle and system parameters to the user in-

terface must implement appropria.te rules to ensure only the right uscr profile

and systern pàrameters can be viewed and changed fiom rvithin a product. In

addition, the routing logic of the data distributors must be carefully clesigned

to avoid transferring the wrong user data or configuration parameters to the

data servers.

¡ To enhance response time for trans:rction inr.cilving:.1 ¡rrorìuct, erternal data

request from within the product (e.g., balance of a custome¡ account jn

the host bankìng system) must not involve complicated and time-consuming

queries. Alternativcly, an extcrnaÌ integration mechanisrn may bc depìoyed to

synchronlze account details between the bank systems ancl their local btline

product; of course with guidance from the B,T. Home Communications team.

Better still, outbound request from an btline product to external systems may

be routed to a low-traffic data source or business component for improved re-

sponse time-
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Figure 5.3: The product ¿rchitecture for T,he btM ain procluct.

5.4 Stage II: PA Evaluation

For ¡easons of brevity, I present the asscssment of a single pA, the btMain, $,hich

is larger in scope than other arr:hitcctures ìn the btline, including the CA. The

deployment vierv of btMain is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Some ofthe architectural approaches that ca.n be identified in the pA are: Use of

gateways or lìlters as an interface between client and appìication server; two-phase

commit protocol approach for payment processing between two banks; clustering

for high availability and scalability.

The architects' experience on the existing venclor applications and data servers

are reflected in their approach to clustering.

Scenarios Some of the scenarios used for analysing the btMain pA are

Availability

tlft

-o

7.

s
ß
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r The primary data server cr¿uhes and a switchover to a ne$¡ primary data server

triggers automatically with all client connections transferred, and without loss

of âny transaction; including those that are open at the time of the crash.

¡ The hardware running an appìrcation server crashes, and user requests are

stìll being serviccd.

o The site running a btline product was destroyed by intentional or natural

disaster (e.g., fire) and users no longer receive responses to thelr rcquests.

¡ A btNet telco merchant had to temporarily shut down the SMS service for

four hour as a result of schcduled maintenance and btNct users could no

longer check their account balance using the SMS channel, Ior four Ìrours.

Integrability: Interfacing with other systems

o A competitor of B.T. Homc Cornmunications has recently depìoyed a national

fin¿rncial switch for inter-bank tr¿ìtsaction facilitation. In order to enjoy mu-

tuai advantage from the largely unexplored subscribeÌs' rnarket basc, B.T.

Ilome Communications partnered with the promoter of this switch; lâter,

btNet developers successfullv intcrfaced with this srvitch using the ISO8583

rnessaging protocol within one rnonth.

D^-f^-'----^, .tìL-^,.-t-^,,1¡ ¡r¡ uuËr ¡ Pu ù

¡ About 500,000 heterogeneous (WWW. WAP, ctc.) client requests arrìved

sirtultaneously to btMain and cach client request is served in less than 30

seconds.

o About 10,000 users initiate transactions from all of the channels (WWW,

WAP, VXML, and SMS) simultaneousìy and the system provides feedback to

everyone in less that 10 seconds.
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¡ The btMain is running at peak load. and the settlement organization adminrs

trator signcrì on and initiates a settìcment run for the rìay. btMain could still

serve the requests of other users despite the expensive nature of the settle-

ment run; it involves SettLernent package costly query through T,he TransProc

component.

o Bank report personneì log into Ì¡tMain over the virtr:al private network to

check their tot¿ll transaction volurne for the current quarter, and btMain

prciduced and displays this report within 15 seconds.

Modifiability: Fault correction

. A v/rong International Bank Account Number (IBAN) was used to sctup :r

new bank loining the btNet; this affects the data routing logic and the bank

particuÌars defined from btN4ain. On discovery, this configuration erÌor was

corrected wrthin a single day by an experienced instalìer; in the btMain cìata

server ancl in the data routing logic the btMain's data distributor.

Risks

o The redundancy techniques of clustering and use of inexpensir.e RAID dìsks

for data. while enhancing avaiìabilit¡' can rapidly increase the cost of hardrvare

for supporting such redundancies.

o The currcnt configurations r¡f machines running btMain are on the same local

area network; the present lack of an off-site standby facility is a great risk to

the 24 x 7 x 365 availability.

o There is currently no redundancy mechanism for the gateways. For instance,

an outage of a GSM cellular network service SMSC (Short Message Service

Centre) implies outage of the SMS channeÌ of transacting.

o The gateways may limit the system's peak load. The architect did not con-

sider capacities of the various gatervays that are to interact with btNIain, ìn
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determirring the peak load. 'llhc WWW, \\AP and SN4S channels are ljmited

by system resources; the VXML channcl is const¡ained by the port density (or

number of inbound/outbound telephone connections) of the gateway; which

is t1'pically 96 lines (or four T1 connections).

Non-R.isks

o The use of gatervays bridge various clients to the applicatron server enhances

modifiabilìty; since only limited protocol support is required to forward re

quests to the application server.

o The security and performance quality are enhanced by the use of the two-

phase commit approach for payment processing wherein thc accounts of the

payment parties are checked in real time.

e T'he architecture addresses the quality of high availability and scalability

through clustering.

Sensitivity Point

o The design decisions of the BzBlnteqro component affects the integrability of

btMain with other svstems.

o The mechanism for sharing dala server connections àmongst components is

criticaÌ íor perfrlrrrrarrce.

¡ l)esign decisions on the use of clustering for the application server and data

replication as a means o{ redundancy for the data server determines the avail-

ability of btMain,

T}adeoff Point

o The data server record-locking granularity affects performance because of the

need for resource arbitratlon amongst components that access data; affects

security and integrity of data.
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o The used of databa,se stored procerlures for solne functions invoked by the

TransProc while enhancing modifiability, could also result in pcrforrnance

loss frorn contention ìn database tables accessed during updates.

c The architecture uses a two-phase commit protocoÌ approach wherein a trans-

¿Ìction is aborted when the merchant acquirer bank is down. I'his is detri-

mental to thc goal of rapid ¡eturn on investment (ROI) or the incentive for

profitability on the part r¡f the merchants, even though it enhanccs accùrâcy.

Risk Theme The architects need to considcr the impact of the business envi-

ronment on the ¿rrchitecture more realistically. First, there is neecl to consider the

additionaì cost of hardware that the clustering technology would lntroduce and

possibly aclopt an alternative cost-effective approach for redundancv. Second, the

capacity of the various client channels must be analysed to confirm that the load

of h¿rlf a rniÌlion concurrent requests is fea-sible, Finally. the ¿rrchitect's approach

to replicatiorr does not produce ¿ reaÌ-tirne synchronisation resuìt. Othcr rncans of

real-timc syrrchronization like the use of real-tirne database rnessaging should be

explored.



Chapter 6

HoPLAA, and ATAM compared

1'he last two chapters have demonstrated the use of thc HoPLAA method wlth an

assessment-focused case study, In thrs chapter, I atternpt an objective evaluation ol

the HoPLAA method, Section 6.1 describcs the approach used for this evaluation.

The primary objective is thc cornparison of the HoPLAA and the ATAM. Furthcr-

more, it aims to highlight the differences betrveen HoPLAA and other assessment

methods. Section 6,2 presents a compalison of the I{oPLAA with the ATAM

based on a profile developed in this thesis, since there is no suita,ble framework

for comparing difïerent PLA assessment methods at the tlme of this writing. This

profile consists of sorne significant factors or eÌement that may likely be featured

in a futrire frarnework for the comparison of product line architecture assessment

methods, Section 6,3 and Section 6.4 contimres this trend of comparison but usirrg

the results an<ì experience of the case studies.

6.1 Approach

One ofthe most lgidely used approaches for evaluating the resuìt of computer science

research is experimental anaÌysis. For instance, a rese¿rrcher designs an experiment

to compâre his or her proposed algorithm to simiìar existrng algorithms for solving

a particular problem. Tìris usually ìnvolves simuÌations and some form of statistical
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analysis and inferences.

Experimentaì construction is attractive, but, unfortunately, it is extremely clif-

ficuìt or nearly irnpossible to apply in the context of this research. The HopLAA
solution described i' the previous chapter is ¿r methocì (or methodoìogy) and con-

tains a series of steps. However, the sequence of steps cannot bc implernented as a

programrning algorithm. Irrespective of this. I will atternpt an objective evaluation

of HoPLAA using a more straiglrtforward analyticaÌ technique.

HoPLAA will be subject to two forms of comparison with the ATAM. The first
of these will be based on some clements of thL- NIN4SAD (Normative lnformation

ModeÌ-Based Systems Analysis and Design) {30], The NlÀ4sAD is a well l<nown

¿nd authoritative rcference for creatìng an er,¿rluation framervork for methodolo-

gies. Already, two NIMSAD-oriented comparison framervorks have been deveroped;

onc for product line development and the other for SpA assossment. The sccond

comparison will use the results of thc case studies presentecl irr chapters 4 ancì 5.

The resuÌts obtained from using both HopLAA ancì the ATAN4 rvill be comparcd

based on sone key requirements of prod,ct line architecture assessment identifiecl

at the inception of this research. sorne of thosc neecls are cìescribcd in chapter 1

and inclu<ìe: duality of PLAs. variation point analysis, treatrnent of substantially

larger nurnber ofscenarios, horv the method handles quality interactions with desìgn

decisions. ancl so on-

Although the NIMSAD conceptual (or rneta) framewo¡k has been used a^s the

basis of comparing methoclologies both for scenario-based software architccture as-

sessment [t,2] and product line development [44], iherc is currently no comparison

framework---based on NIMSAD or other meta frameu,ork--for architecture evalua-

tion methods deveìoped for software product lines. The work in 11] is an improve-

ment over earlier wo¡k [2], It inherits most of tlìe elements fron the NIMSAD meta

frarnework which are grouped into method context, stakeholders, structure, and re

liabiìity. The ATAM and othcr single product evaluation methods rvere comparerl

using the framework developed- However, this framework neecls to be extencìed

before it can be applied for the comparison of ATAM ancl HopLAA. This extension
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Table 6.1: Comparison profiìe for PLA ¿rssessmcnt methods

Element L)escription
Speci6c goal What is the orimarv soal of the method'r
Method Ínputs/outputs What inputs are suppÌied to the method and what

results are produced by the method?
Variability Does the method support the analysis of variabil

itv ?

Quality attributes Does the method provide guidelines for varying
quality lists and prioritization ?

Artitact reuse What architectural artifacts are crcated and how
are they reused?

Resource requirements What is the length of time required fbr the assess-

rncnt of a product line architecture (core CA and
inrlividual PAs)î What is Lhe manporver requìre-
rnent ?

Method strrrctrrre \\'hat ordcr of steps/st ages is used by I he melh,d'l
lbol Support s thcre tool support lor using the method /
Maturitv How mature is the method (inception, deverlop-

ment, refinement and dormant)
Comprehensiveness How thorough is the anaÌysis'f How comprehensivc

or rich is the report/result of an assessment based

on the method?

requires extensive rvork which offers a promising avenue for future research.

Last commcnt notwithstanding, a number of factors or elements wlll Ì¡e recmiterì

for comparison purposes, drawing from three sources: the two framervorks Il,aa].

and the key research quesr,iols tha.t motrva.ted. this research. The eìements, of

which therc are no less th¿ìn ten, arc listed in Table 6.1. Note that the profiÌe is rrot

a fully developed comparison framervork for product Ìine architecture assessment

methods. It is simpll' a list of elernents that I have selected for comparing HoPLAA

with ATAM, Of course, the selection was based on the relevance of each element

to the problcrn of PLA asscssment.
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6.2 HoPLAA and ATAM compared

This section compares HoPLAA and ATAM based on the l0-element profile intro

duced in Table 6.1. The result of the cornparison is illustratcd in Table 6.2.

Based on the l0-element profile. HoPLAA is speciflcally designed for PLA as-

sessment, unìike ATAM u,hicl.r is rìcsignerì for SPA assessment. In addition. Ho-

PLAA not only reveals areas of risk and quality tradeofls. it also allows fo¡ the

analysis of quality âttribute interactìons and conformance across architectures (e.g.,

the CA and one PA), and not jr.rst within a single CA or PA.

The inputs expected by ATAM are a subset of those expected by HoPLAA.

This may be explained by the fact that ATAM assuÍìes one-at-â-time deveìopment,

whereas HoPLAA expects a family development environment. For this reason,

A1AN4 does not tell the a^ssessment te¿rm what to do with the extra inputs. Scope,

commonality and variability are an essential part of every product line requirement

specification. So, there is no extra eflbrt that needs to be expended in putting this

together. Also. regarding method output, HoPLAA produces more outputs like the

evolvability i:oints and evolvability constr¿rints.

On variability, ATAM provicles lo guidance rvhatsoever for dcaling with vari-

ability in the architecture. This c¿rn be either fu¡lctional (or behavioural) variaìriìity

or quaÌity variability. HoPLAA provides a. means of analysing functional variability

represented as variation points. For quality variability, HoPLAA stcps and stages

are designeri io cieai with rhem appropriareìy.

It is common for dilÌerr¡nt products to possess a varying Ìist of quality attributes.

Even for those that have the same list, the orcìer or prioritization of these quality

attributes may diller. ATAÀ4 does not provide specific guidance here; rvhereas

HoPLAA takes care of individual product archìtcctures possessing difiering quality

attributes Ìist and prioritization-

Both methods support the reuse of evaluation artifacts like scenarios, utility

tree, and analysis modeìs and so on. Ilowever, AIAM does nol provide specific

guidance on product linc rclated ¡euse.
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Table ô.2: A comparison of HoPLAA vs. ATAM

75

Element A'Iä.M HoPLAA
Specific goal 'Ihrgets SPA assessment by

exposing areas of risks and
quality tradeofls.

Assessrnent of PLAs: reveals
area-s of risks, performs quaÌ-
ity tradeoff analysis and pro-
vides guidelines for ensuring
quality conforllìànce-

Method in-
puts/outputs

lnputs: Architectural
drivers (key requirements
and architecture descrip-
tion). Outputs: Architec-
tural approaches. sensitivity
point, tradeofl point, risks,
non-risks, risk theme.

lnputs: Archltectural
drivers (key requir"mento.
Þcope dO, umcni. com-
monality. variability and
a rchit ecl ure Jescriprion;.
Outputs: ATAM outputs
plus evolvabiljtr ¡oints.
evolva,bilitv constraints and
scenarios.

Variability Not supported Analyses variation point
qualitativeìy

Quality attrjbutes No guideline for handling
quality variations and prior-
itization

Supports variations in qual-
ity listing and variations in
quality prioritization

Artifacts reuse Permits reuse, but no spc-
cific guidance on product
line reìated rerrse

Reuse clf sevcr¿rl interme-
diate results- evolvability
point, evoh.¿rbility con-
straints, sccn¿rrios, etc.

l{esource require
ments

3 days pìus time for pre,
exercise preparations and
òuurrrr.xlJ pr uPin d,r/rurl ruÌ
cach of thc CA and the PAs.
4-person team for both PA
and CA-

CA assessment takes 3 clays

and PA assessment takes 2
l^--^ ôLr¿1ys, ¿- + persurrb L,c¿l,ltl lul
the CA anrl 1 - 2 for the PA

lvlethod strLlcture Nine steps executed in four
phases. The fi¡st and the
la^st phases contain no for-
maÌ step .

Two stages, 7 steps per
stage. Each stage is tailored
to the requirements of the
dual architecture.

Tool Support Architecture Expert Design
Assistant (ArchE) 

f al.
Subject of future research

Matunty refincment developnlent
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Stage I of HoPLAA, meant for CA assessment, requires more tiûìe to complete

compared to an ATAM àssessment of the CA. This is because extra or.rtputs, such

as the evolvability constraints, have to bc produced. Hou,ever, this is more than

compensated for during the individual PA assessment. According to the results of

our case studies, HoPLAA wÍll eventually sàve more time than ATAM for product

Ìines having as little as fou¡ individual products.

Furthermore, less man¡rower is necded for a HoPLAA assessment com¡rared rvith

those nceded for the equivalent ATAM one. This is due to the fact that the amount

of efTort invested in the CA assessnlent simplifies subsequent assessment of the PAs.

On the other hand, applying ATAN4 to any of the architectures (PA or CA) in a

product line requires approximately the same leveì of e{fort.

Structuraìly, ATAM requires more activities (or steps) to be completed that

HoPLAA. Each ATANI assessment of a CA or PA rvill take 9 steps, wherea-s only

7 steps are needed for HoPLAA ¿).sscssnìent ol either the CA o¡ PA, Furthermorc',

HoPLAA steps âre designed to bc executed consecutively in each of the stages.

But the marn ATAM asscssment steps are broken into two phases with a gap of

several days, weeks (or, sornetimes, even months) between them [5]. While this gap

arguably enhances the quality of the results obtained. it is obviously detrimental

to the overall cost of thc àssessûlent. Moreover, additional time is needed to get up

to spee<ì in the second ph:rse trrre u'Ìrich is effeci,iveiy was'r,ed since it n'ould not

be necessary if the two phases were undertaken in succession.

Of course, the ATAM is rnore mature compared u'ith HoPLAA, which is still

undergoing development. It obviously requires more case study validations to attain

the same status of maturity a-s the ATAM.

6.3 Discussion of results for the case study I
Based on the result of the AGM product line case study (See Chapter 4), the main

advantages of HoPLAA over A'lA[4 are twofold: first, HoPLAA is streamlined

(compared to ATAM) so âs to leverage the commonalities encountered in the CA
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whiie takirrg care of variability of individual PAs. This insures mole efficient use

of thc avaiÌabie time . architecture evaluation is expensive and market pressures

often impose strict deadlines for architecture development. Fìrrther savings can be

achieved by reusing some of the scenarios discovered in stage I between individual

PA analyses; and trivial but perhaps not quite insignificant savings mav be achieved

by rnaking step ll.1 common to aìì PAs.

Second, HoPLAA is tailored to fit the requirements irnposed by thc clual nature

ofproduct Ìine architectures. In this manner, it is capablc ofproviding due attention

to design decisions that introduce tradcoffs in quality concerns; many of those

tradeoffs at the level of individual PAs woulrì rcrnàin uncovered in the traditional

ATAM analysis of the CA. This is accomplisherì through stage II of the HoPLAA,

in which some of the scenarios generated in stage I are reused and the evolvability

points and evolvabiìity constraints are used as guidclines to direct the analysis to

those area^s of the PA that may have changed due to the realization c¡f variation

points. For example, the provision of sound feedback is found to h¿rve introduced

perlormancc risk lu Brickìes.

6.4 Discussion of results for the case study II
The resuÌt of the btline product line assessment (See Chapter 5) rndicates that

the quaÌity attributes and their prioritization signifìcantly differ between the CA

and the btMain PA. While the prioritized CA quality attributes are modifiabil-

ity/variability, performance and security, those of the btMain PA are availability,

integrability, performance, and cost-savings. Furtherrnore, the attribute concerns

for the quality attributes difler between the CA and PA. It is càsy to see that con,

ducting the btMain assessment in the context of the CA, i.e.. without a separate

¿rchitecture of its own, wouÌd compücate the an:rlysis process and give erroneous

results. The separation of a product architecture and its assessment from those of

the CA, as espoused by HoPLAA, is therefore rvell justified.

Another significanL benefit of using HoPLAA is its support for variation point
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analysis. In particular, the architects are 'guided' to those are¿r^s of variabiìity in

CA that can altcr quaìity attributes responses, For instance, the type of cljent

that interacts with the application server is a variation point in the btline CA;

this variation point also determines the response time and. by extension, perfor-

nlance of tra.nsactions initiated through that channeÌ. For btMain and other PAs

that feature variants to provide :rcceptabìc response tirnes while not invalidating

this common quality, this variation point wa"s analysed, tagged as an evolvability

point. and finally associated with constraints or guidelines to guide the PA archi-

tecture definition and assessment. (This facility would not be available as part of

a reguìar ATAM assessment.) The use of evolvability points and guidelines insures

that product architectures, despite possessing their own sepârate quality attributes

set, do not preclude those qualities set in the CA definition. Evolvability points

and guidelines are similarìy used in other areas of variations in the CA; the data

distributor ìogic, SysParam usage, and the PaymentG and UserMgt components.

On the contrary, the ATAM would only provide guidance for separate analyses of

the CA and btMain PA. These, hou'cver, would not cont:rin any form of variation

point analysis or the relation of quaìities in a CA variation point arrd a PA variant.

Oftentimes, the ìntroduction of a variant to the PA would result in tradeoff be-

tween two or more quality attributes, relating to the CÀ, or the PA or both of them.

In ihe CA, the architects employ paralrreterization ¿nd data replication techniquc

to simpÌify modifiability. However, in the btMain assessment, this design decision

is found to introduce availability and performance concerns; availability concerns

are due to the high rlegree of outages possible with the replication technique, and

performance concerns are due to the growth in the number of other products clata

distributors interacting simultaneously rvith the btMain. Performance would drop

as a result of the hjgh resource demand for running threads in the btMain data

distributo¡. Sirnilarly, the pooling of component instances in the CA is a plus for

performance; howevcr, this introduces availability tradeoffs in btMain due to the

requirement of haìf a million peak load. The use of HoPLAA makes more appar-

ent the inhcrent tradeofls and sensitivities of quality attribubes between a CA and
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product architectùres. None of the current generation of architecturaì assessment

rnethods, ATAM included, provides this vierv of vertical interactions alnong quality

attributes in the CA arrd a PA. I collectively refer to this forrn of quality sensitivities

and t¡adeoffs between the CA and PA as verl,ical sensitivitv and vertir:al tradeoff

analysis respectrvely.

I observed that the number of scenarios :involved in the analysis of the CA and

btMain PA are large, for the folÌowing reasons. First, in a product line, there

are several architectures (CA and individual PAs), and for each architccture, Lhere

âre some set of qualities, each of which has a number of attribute concerns. A

number of scenarios, relating to specific attribute concerns are required tr.i cxcrcisc

the architecture. So, the number of scenarios involved in the analysis of product

famrly architectures is substàntiaìly larger compared to that involved in the analvsis

of a SPA. (Note that onlv a small fraction of the scenarios elicited for the CA and

btMain analysis rvere listed for space constraints.)

However, stage I of the HoPLAA analysis should take less tirnc than the equiva-

lent ATAM analysis of the CA, si¡rce some steps have been ncrged, and the anaìysis

of some scenarios is cleferred until stage Ii. Regarding stage iI, steps IL1 through

II.3 can be mucìr shorter than their stage I counterparts, since the attendees àre

already familiar with the procedure. Furthermore, step Il.1 can be 'shared' be-

twecn ilrlividual PA arralyses, i.e., one session rvould suffìce for product lincs rvìth

several PAs. In addition, step Ii.5 will reuse some scenarios already discovcred in

stage I, giving additional savings. The HoPLAA analysis of a fulì product line ar-

chitecture will certainly take more time than the cquìvalcnt ATAM analysis of the

CA architecture alone, but less time than would be needed to individually appìy

ATAM analysis to cach PA. In either case, HoPLAA out-performs ATAM in terms

of comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the anaìysis, as explained above.

It is perhaps worth noting that stage I of the HoPLAA assessment which is a

simplified versìon of ATAM, could be used for SPA assessment in lieu of ATA\4

itself. Since it uses seven steps, as opposed to ATAM's nine, and since a SPA does

not contain va¡iabilitv points, such analysis coùld achieve some savings in terms of
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time and, consequently, cost. ln all fairness, th<ise sa.vings rvill not be spectacular by

¿l.ny mea,sure; stììI, they might justify the substitution in cases where tight schedule

and/or manpower limltations make a reguÌar ATAM a.ssessment too costly.

Also, a scenario will have the most iûìpâct on architecture analysis rvhen the sce-

nario is used in the right r:ontext of the architecture, For instancrr, I did not include

sce¡rarios exercisìng the core transaction proccssing component (i.e., TransProc) of

btN4ain in the CA assessment. it wouÌd be out of context since TtansProc is an

optional conlponcnt (or fe:riure) in the product line. Similarìy, performance-related

scenarios on thc instance pooling architectural approach of the application server

are onÌy used in the CA analysìs, since it is a manclatory feature.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

Evaluating software architectures is an inte¡esting and important activity in the

development of quality software products. Bvaluation is even more important,

from both technical and business perspectives, for a product line development that

relies on the reuse of the architecture. This research has reviewed existing methods

for architecture assessment and invest;gated the characteristics of the product line

architectures in particular. The resuÌt was used as the basis of extending ATAM, a

welÌ known single product architectu.re assessment method, so that it can be meet

the specific requirements of product hne architectu¡e assessment. The resulting

PLA assessment method, HoPLAA, rvas described i¡ detail and evaluated through

a comparison with ÀTAM. in this chapter, i wrli present iì summary of this ihesis

research and outline some promising directions for future work.

7.7 Summary of research

This thesis was motivated by the main thrust of software engineering research:

search for methods that will allow the development of software systems wÍth higher

quality and productivity. Software is becoming increasingly important and complex.

There is a grorving nced to improve the quality of software systems and also to

rnake the development process more rapid. Thc emergence of the product line
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approach holds great promise of reahzrng these goals. Thc product line involves

a systematic, large scale reuse of the software architecture. The architecture itself

is the appropriate design abstraction for dealing with software quality probìems.

Whereas the product line concept is noted for improving quality, reducing cost and

shortening timc-to-market.

Hor,,.'ever, the design process itself does not warrant the success of a tcchnic¿l

product. The product must also be tested or evaÌuated for its quality and confor-

mance to the origirral requirements. While the architecture of any sort is not quitc

a product in the traditionaì sensc, it serves as the foundation for the developrnent

of actual products. ln the case of product line architectures, the archítecture is the

foundatìon for a family of products. This makes evaluation or assessment of such

architectures â necessity, lnore so because design decisions made at the architec-

turc definition phase har,,e far reaching consequences throughout tl.re dcveÌopment

cvcle. These decisions will ultimately determine the success of the cntire family

of products. The goal of the assessrnent process, in the c¿rsc of architectures, ìs

to ascertain that they can indeed support the quality goals irnposed on them a¡rd

expected from thern.

This research reviews a number of approaches to àrchitecture ássessment. This

includes architecture evaluation methods developed solcly for single product archi-

tectu¡es (such as ATAlvl, SAAM, aird ARID) and those developed with the prodr:ct

hnc architecturc in mind (example PuLStr-DSSA and VTT f¡ameu,ork). I discov-

ered that none of the existing generation of architecture evaluation method h¿l^s

taken the patience to examine the product line concept and the chalìenges of as-

sessing product ljne architectures. The review of related tork provided insight

into a mrmber of questions that must be answered by any architecture assessment

method that wilÌ fill the place of an archibecture-centric, risk mitiga,ting PLA as

sessment method-

Rather than re-inventing the wheel by developing a new assessment method

for software product line from scratch, this research chooses to extend the ATAM

method. The ATAM is relatively mature and has a good track record rvith a
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substantiaÌ number of successful applications in industry.

The main result produced from this thesis resea¡ch is the deveÌopment of the

HoPLAA method. The HoPLAA rnethod shares its main concepts, most notabÌy

the dual form of architecture, larger number of scenarios, and variation points anal-

ysis, with the underlying foundations of the product ìine architecture development

approach. Thc HoPLAA method fcillows an integrated, holistic approach with two

separate. but interdependent ana.h,sis steps lor assessing both the common archi-

tecture of a procìuct line and also the indiviclual product architectures.

The process of evaluating the HoPLAA solution developed in this research is

demonstrated through t$'o case studjes. The first case study, the smaller of the

two, dernonstrated how to evaluate an architecture with HoPLAA. The second

case study involves a large industrial product line. Then, the resuÌts of the Ho-

PLAA evaluation \r¡cre comparcd to those obtained with ATÀM. While a suitable

framework for comparing product line architecture assessment methods is yet to ap-

pear, this research creates a ìist of elements or factors and used it for this purpose.

Developing a comprehensive framework for comparison and assessment of product

line a,rchitecture assessment methods is another promising avenue for future work.

The results obtained in this manner show it is more advantageous to use Ho-

PLAA instead of ATAM for PLA assessment. At a more general ìevel, the HoPLAA

method compares favorabìy with othcr asscssmcnt methods r,vhich are capable of

CA assessment. HoPLAA offers ¿ì. more gerreral approach than PuLStr-DSSA [7,17],

as it cân be used regardless of the pa.rticular development methodology. Its results

are also more useful, as they providc rnore product line-specific information. Ho-

PLAA could also prove feasible rvithin the PLA evaluation framework developed

by the VTT Tcchnical Research Cerrtre of F inlarrd [20].

In terms of efficiency, it was found that the HoPLAA analysis of a product

line architectu¡e would take more lime than the equivalent ATAM analysis of the

core architecture alone, but less time than would be needed to perform the ATAM

analysis to each indlviduaì product architecture separately. In either case, HoPLAA

out-performs ATAM in terms of comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the analysis,
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as explained abovc.

7.2 Future work

The result obtaincd frorn the use of the HoPLAA presented is irnpressive, but defi-

nìtely not sufficient. HoPLAA requires further valid¿rtiorr and refinements through

more focused casc str.rdics. As HoPLAA is appìied to rea.l-life case studies, its areas

o[ weaknessr:s will be discovered and research eflort will be appropriately directed

to rcnerdy the defects. ATAM is today classified as a relatively mature method [1].

HoPLAA will need to be exercised with several additional industrial case stuclies

to be classified at that level.

Another future work is the clevelopment of a comparison frameworh for PLA

assessnìent methods. Such a framework will simplify the comparison of HoPLAA

with future asscssrncnt methods that will be deveìoped in this direction. Besides,

it will help industrial users of assessment methodology decide on the capabilities of

assessment methods being offered.

Also. there is currentìy a severe shortage of product line architecture examples

to bc usecl ¿rs benchmarks for methodology developrrent. As at the time of this

writing, there is just one academic exarnplc (i.e.. the AGM product line) of a com-

plete product line documentation. This r¡'ork can contribute further by developing

an example product line architecture for use in this research area. The higher

the number of available examples, the easier it will be to develop arrcl comparc

methodologies, and train prospective users.

Finallv, HoPLAA, ATAM and several other existing scenario-based methods

generaìly cl¿rssified âs qualitative assessment techniques are but first steps in the

route towa¡d developing a comprehensive assessment framervork for software archi-

tectures. There is aìso a need to accompany them $'ith quantitative or measurement-

based techniques closely related to metrics for PLA a^sscssment. This is a wideopen

research area that can be pursued as future work.
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7.3 Conclusions

The systematic, largc-scaìc reuse of the ¿rchrtecture is at the core of the product

line approach to softrvare development. But before successful reuse is possible, the

PLA rnust be correctiy developed and assesscd. While the problems of product line

architecture cìeveloprnent have been addressed r,,,'ith some impressive results, the

assessment of the product line architectures has becn baserì on methods dcveloped

for single product architectures. The complexity of evaluating product line archi

tecture like the dual form of the architectures, existence of variation points. tl.re

necrì for associating context with the large numbe¡ of quality attributes scenarios

antì the need to perform quality tradeoff analysis across the PLAs have largeìy been

ignored.

Thrs thesis investiga,tes the characteristics of the dual architectures in a product

line context with the view of developing a product line assessment method. The

result of the investigations were directed to exteld the popul:rr ATA\4 with suitable

concepts and techniques to form thc HoPLAA method. HoPLAA proposes a hoÌis-

tic approzrch for comprehensively anaÌyzing the product line architecture and the

individual product architectures. The use of HoPLAA for the assessment of PLAs

offers distinct advantages as described in the results of two case studies that were

conducted in the cou¡se of this rese¿rch. The proposed HoPLAA can be regarclerì

as a candidate method to fill the present vacuum creàted by the lack of an inexpen-

sive, architeciure- ceniric, ancì risk rnitigaiing PL-A. assessrlerl lieiÌiod. HoPLAA

allows for svstematic reuse of scenarjos and other analysis results; it provides more

comprehensive analysis; focuses bettcr on architecture cvaluation of product lines

and results in more efficient evaluation-

Having a comprehensive assessment method for PLA is a major step forward

in making architecture-centric development of software product lines practical and

beneficial. Lastly, the long chase of software engineering torvards improved soft-

ware quality and development productivity will gradually pay off as HoPLAA and

subsequent PLA assessment methods that wiìl be developed mature. It is my ex-
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pectation that the work clone in this thesis il'ilì help advance software engineering

towards thJs promise.
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